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EDITOR'S NOTE:
IJERI WELCOMES A NEW SISTER JOURNAL

Philip Weinsier, IJERI Manuscript Editor

IAJC Journals
As noted in the previous issue, the inception of IJERI was
in response to the overwhelming success over the last ten
years of the International Association of Journals and Conferences’ flagship journal—IJME. But while some articles in
IJERI will be on par with papers on engineering research
appearing in IJME, its design is for a broader readership and
includes studies in new, emerging and innovative fields of
research.
IAJC, the parent organization of IJERI and IJME, is a
first-of-its-kind, pioneering organization acting as a global,
multilayered umbrella consortium of academic journals,
conferences, organizations, and individuals committed to
advancing excellence in all aspects of education related to
engineering and technology. IAJC is fast becoming the association of choice for many researchers and faculty, due to its
high standards, personal attention, fast-track publishing,
biennial IAJC conferences, and its diversity of journals—
IJERI, IJME and about 10 other partner journals.
Only weeks before we went to print, IAJC took over the
editorship of a third journal: the Technology Interface Journal, stewarded since 1996 by its founding editor, Dr. Jeff
Beasley. Everyone at IAJC would like to thank Dr. Beasley
for all that he has done for the field of engineering technology. The journal will continue its dedication to the field of
engineering technology, but readers can expect a few
changes, not the least of which will be a minor name change
to the Technology Interface International Journal (TIIJ); visit
us at www.tiij.org. Also, the journal will now be published
both online and in print, and use the same publishing standards as required by IJME and IJERI.

Current Issue
The acceptance rate for this issue was roughly 40%. And,
due to the hard work of the IJERI editorial review board, I
am confident that you will appreciate the articles published
here. Both IJERI and IJME are available online
(www.ijeri.org & www.ijme.us) and in print.

2011 IAJC-ASEE
Joint International Conference
The editors and staff at IAJC would like to thank you, our
readers, for your continued support and look forward to seeing you at the next IAJC conference. Look for details on the
IAJC web site and for email updates. Please also look
through our extensive web site (www.iajc.org) for information on chapters, membership and benefits, and journals.
The third biennial IAJC conference will be a partnership
with the American Society for Engineering Education
(ASEE) and will be held at the University of Hartford, CT,
April 15-16, 2011. The IAJC-ASEE Conference Committee
is pleased to invite faculty, students, researchers, engineers,
and practitioners to present their latest accomplishments and
innovations in all areas of engineering, engineering technology, math, science and related technologies.
Presentation papers selected from the conference will be
considered for publication in one of the three IAJC journals
or other member journals. Oftentimes, these papers, along
with manuscripts submitted at-large, are reviewed and published in less than half the time of other journals. Please refer to the publishing details at the back of this journal, or
visit any of our web sites.

International Review Board
IJERI is steered by IAJC’s distinguished board of directors and is supported by an international review board consisting of prominent individuals representing many wellknown universities, colleges, and corporations in the United
States and abroad. To maintain this high-quality journal,
manuscripts that appear in the Articles section have been
subjected to a rigorous review process. This includes blind
reviews by three or more members of the international editorial review board—with expertise in a directly related
field—followed by a detailed review by the journal editors.
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AN INNOVATIVE APPLICATION OF 3D CAD FOR
HUMAN WRIST LIGAMENTOUS INJURY DIAGNOSIS
Haoyu Wang, Central Connecticut State University; Frederick W. Werner, SUNY Upstate Medical University;
Ravindra Thamma, Central Connecticut State University

Abstract
Instability of the scapholunate joint is frequently manifested by wrist pain and is sometimes visualized by a 2-4
mm gap between the scaphoid and lunate. Surgical repairs
have had limited success, due in part to the surgeon being
unsure which ligament or ligaments have been torn until the
time of surgery. Various methods have been used to describe
this gap between the bones, and various levels of instability
have been described. Ideally, a surgeon would have an imaging technique such as x-ray, CT scan or MRI that would help
in determining which ligaments have been damaged by visualizing the gap between the bones. In this study, the authors
proposed and implemented three measurements: a 1D (onedimensional) minimum gap between the bones, a 2D (twodimensional) area descriptor of the gap, and a 3D (threedimensional) volume descriptor of the gap. Cadaver wrists
were moved through cyclic flexion-extension (FE) and radioulnar deviation (RU) motions under computer control.
Three-dimensional scaphoid and lunate motion data were
collected in the intact specimens and after sequentially sectioning three ligaments, in two sequences. Data were again
collected after 1000 cycles of motion to mimic continued use
after injury. CT-scan images of each wrist were contoured
and stacked with imaging software after which the surface
models (dxf) were converted to solid objects (IGES). Finally, a DLL (Dynamic Link Library) was created in C++ to
interface with SolidWorks®. The experimentally collected
kinematic data of the carpal bones were used to move the
virtual bone models through the DLL in SolidWorks®. The
articulating surface on each bone is a 3D surface with 3D
curves as boundary. The 1D, 2D, and 3D gaps were automatically created and calculated by the DLL in SolidWorks®, while the scaphoid and lunate were in motion.
These methods can help the surgeon in better visualizing the
injury.

particular, injuries due to recreational activities such as
snowboarding, skateboarding, and riding scooters has increased at a rate of 15% per year.
One region of the wrist that is commonly injured after
falling on an outstretched hand is the scapholunate (SL)
joint; see Figure 1. An impact to the wrist may produce carpal instability, where the stabilizing ligaments of the wrist
are compromised, as indicated in Figure 2. The instability
pattern between the scaphoid and lunate may cause pain and
the inability to grasp tools or lift objects. As noted by Garcia-Elias et al. [1], the adverse effects of the ligament tears
are underestimated and the injury is frequently untreated or
poorly managed. Numerous surgical treatments have been
developed with varying success [2].

Figure 1. Scapholunate joint

Introduction
Damage to the ligaments of the wrist is a common injury,
but one that is not well publicized. In 1999, traumatic wrist
injuries were reported by 88,000 workers in private industry
and by 580,000 people whose ligamentous injuries were
related to consumer products (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
National Electronic Injury Surveillance System (NEISS)). In

Figure 2. Stabilizing ligaments injury due to impact
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The purpose of this study was to develop a methodology
to determine if various joint-gap measurements between the
scaphoid and lunate could be related to specific ligament
injuries through 3D computer models of the scapholunate
joint. Three-dimensional models are useful tools for the
study of complex joint motions. In-vitro 3D animations and
models have been based on motion of the forearm at various
static positions [3], dynamic vertebral motion [4], passive
motion of extremities [5], and passive motion of carpal
bones [6]. In-vivo motions have been modeled using biplanar radiographs at static joint angles [7], high-speed biplanar
radiographs in a canine [8], and 3D model fitting of fluoroscopic videos [9]. Multiple in-vivo 3D CT data sets, taken at
various static joint positions, have been animated by Crisco
et al. [10] and Snel et al. [11]. These different techniques
have quantified and illustrated rotation angles, motion axes,
contact areas, and ranges of motion.
Although each method has its inherent benefits, no single
technique animates dynamic human joint motion with commercial software. Static and passive motion studies may not
account for kinematic changes due to dynamic tendon loads,
and the need for custom software development can be overwhelming. The goals of this study were to present a technique to (a) develop methodology to characterize separation
of scaphoid and lunate with ligamentous sectioning and (b)
determine which wrist positions might best differentiate
these effects. These interbone gaps help describe bone motions and kinematic changes due to ligamentous injury.

nal gray-level gradient of the image to place a contour near
the user-selected points, based on the highest contrast in that
immediate area.

CT
reconstruction

Polygon
model

Solid
model

Figure 3. CT slice model, polygon model, and solid model

The user-selected points are replaced with softwaregenerated points along the gradient that are spaced at two
pixels apart. The user can limit the amount of curvature allowed in the contour. For this study, the carpal bones were
contoured at the subchondral bone/cartilage interface and at
the outer edges of the magnetic coils for the sensors. In order
to calculate interbone gaps, the polygonal bone models were
exported from 3DStudio-MAX and converted to NURBS
(Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline) surface models using
Geomagic Studio [13]. NURBS (.igs) are smooth, continuous surfaces defined over a quadrilateral region, based upon
vertex points and allow the models to be analyzed with
three-dimensional CAD software. The polygons were decimated, refined and replaced with a grid pattern to fit a closed
surface. The surface consisted of 1000 patches per bone.

Methods and Materials
A servo-hydraulic simulator was used to move cadaver
hands through repeatable wrist motions [12]. Fastrak motion
sensors (Polhemus, Colchester, VT) collected kinematic data
at 27 Hz for the scaphoid, lunate, and radius, and at 82 Hz
for the 3rd metacarpal. A wrist flexion-extension motion
representing 50° of third metacarpal flexion to 30° of extension, and a radial-ulnar deviation of 10° radial to 20° ulnar
were also performed. After testing, each arm was removed
from the simulator and rigidly fixed within a styrofoam box
using expanding urethane foam. Fastrak kinematic data were
collected and a CT scan was performed on the arm. The
post-test kinematic data were used to establish a spatial relationship between the sensor data and the location and orientation of the bones in the CT slices, as indicated in Figure 3.
The CT images were segmented with SliceOmatic imaging software (Tomovision, Montreal, Canada) to produce
surface shells, or polygonal models, of the bones. This software uses a proprietary algorithm to automatically contour
regions of high gray-level contrast. The user traces an area
by using a mouse and cursor to place points around the
structure to be contoured. The algorithm then uses the origi-
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Figure 4. Orthopedics Add-in in SolidWorks

Animations of the bones’ solid models and interbone-gap
calculations for each frame of an animation were implemented in Solidworks 3D CAD software [14]. In this study,
the authord developed in-house software, ORTHOPEDICS,
in C++, using the SolidWorks API (Application Programming Interface) on a Windows platform; refer to Figures 4
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and 5. The software has the form of DLL (Dynamic Link
Library), which is easily loaded and unloaded in SolidWorks
just like any other standard add-ins.

bone. Thus, it ‘ping-ponged’ between points on these two
patches until the newest point on one patch was within 1 mm
of the previous point. In order to increase the efficiency of
the algorithm, the authors selected the patches to be examined for distance computation. A line was drawn between
the bones to represent the minimum distance, and the CAD
assembly saved. The algorithm created the next assembly in
the motion, calculated the minimum distance, and saved the
distances to a text file. Methods of validation of the minimum distance can be found in [15].
Scaphoid

Lunate

Minimum
Distance

Figure 5. Orthopedics Dialog Box

ORTHOPEDICS automatically created separate CAD
assemblies, based on the Fastrak carpal data, to replicate
each animation frame produced in 3DStudioMAX. Instead
of the conventional rotation matrix, Quaternions were used
in calculating motions of the scaphoid and lunate carpal
bones as they are more efficient and more numerically stable. For each assembly, the software computed 1D, 2D, and
3D interbone gaps between scaphoid and lunate.

Scaphoid and Lunate
Opened Like a Book

Figure 6. Ping-pong algorithm for 1D gap

2. Calculation of a 2D gap

1. 1D gap calculation
A 1D gap is defined as the minimum distance between the
carpal bones. The minimum distance is calculated by what
can be called a “pingpong” algorithm. The top image in Figure 6 illustrates this method. If the bones are opened and
separated like a book, the articulating surfaces can be seen,
as in the lower image in Figure 6. The SolidWorks API is
capable of locating a point on a face that is closest to a point
in the space. Starting from a point that is in between the scaphoid and lunate, a point on one of the articulating faces of
scaphoid can be found. This point can now be used as the
starting point for finding the closest point on the face of the
lunate. For each patch-to-patch comparison, points were
compared based on a user-defined spacing—or tolerance—
of 1 mm. The algorithm searched for an individual point in
one patch that was closest to a second point on the other

Figure 7. 2D gaps (dorsal and volar gaps)

A 2D gap is defined as a quadratic area between the carpal
bones. This was inspired by the regular practices of hand
surgeons as they diagnosed these kinds of injuries. Figure
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7 shows two dorsal points and two volar points chosen ty the
authors to represent a selection by a hand surgeon.. The dorsal separation and volar separation were then calculated.
Three of the four points were used to define a plane, while
the fourth point was projected onto the plane. Then, the
quadratic area was calculated.
Scaphoid

Lofted Volume

Distal Points
Figure 9. 3D gaps (lofted volume)

carpal ligament known as DRC. On the volar aspect of the
wrist is the radioscapho-capitate ligament known as RSC,
and the scapho-trapezium ligament known as ST.

Articulating
Surfaces

Proximal Points

Lunate

Dorsal View
DIC, DRC, SLIL

Volar View
ST, RSC

Figure 8. 2D gaps (distal and proximal gaps)

The user can otherwise pick four points that detect the
distal and proximal separations, as indicated in Figure 8. In
this figure, one can also see the articulating surfaces. These
were used to generate the volume between the scaphoid and
lunate.

STT

3. Calculation of a 3D gap
A 3D gap is defined as the lofted volume between the articulating surfaces of the carpal bones; refer to Figure 9.
Since CAD software can only calculate the volume and surface area of a complex shape when the model is a solid, it
was necessary to first describe a contained volume between
the scaphoid and lunate. As the articulating surface on each
bone is a 3D surface with a 3D curve as a boundary, the idea
of lofting was chosen to generate the volume between the
two articulating surfaces. Lofting creates a feature by making transitions between profiles. Using the lofting method to
generate the volume has two advantages. First, the 3D
boundary curves and 3D surfaces of both articulating surfaces are used directly instead of being approximated when
generating the volume. Second, it offers the flexibility of
changing the definition of the volume by changing the guide
curves of the loft. For any frame of motion of the carpal
bones, the volume between the articulating surfaces is generated physically by using the Solid Lofting feature provided
in SolidWorks.
There are five ligaments that are thought to stabilize the
scaphoid and lunate. The scapholunate interosseous ligament, seen in Figure 10, known as SLIL, connects the scaphoid and lunate. On the dorsal side of the wrist, is the dorsal intercarpal ligament known as DIC, and the dorsal radio

8

Figure 10. Ligamentous stabilizers

In each of 19 freshly frozen cadaver forearms that were
tested for this study, Fastrak electromagnetic motion sensors
were mounted onto the scaphoid, lunate, third metacarpal,
and distal radius in order to measure their 3D motion with
electromagnetic sources mounted onto a platform and attached to the ulna. Four groups of arms were studied. For
each group of arms, three ligaments were sequentially sectioned in the sequences shown below, each of which saw
1000 cycles of motion.
Group 1:
Group 2:
Group 3:
Group 4:

SLIL, RSC, ST, - 5 arms
ST, SLIL, RSC, - 4 arms
DRC, DIC, SLIL, - 5 arms
DIC, SLIL, DRC, - 5 arms

The motion of the scaphoid and lunate was measured with
the wrist intact, after each ligament was sectioned for each
of the 3 sequences shown here, and after 1000 cycles of motion.
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Results
Figure 11 shows the minimum distances computed for
each level of sectioning during wrist flexion/extension. An
increase of the minimum distance was observed only when
SLIL was sectioned. This was accentuated with sectioning of
the RSC ligament and even more so with the addition of
1000 cycles of repetitive motion. It is important to note that
the maximum gap always occurred during wrist flexion.
Figure 12 shows another average minimum distance plot
during wrist flexion/extension but with a different sectioning
sequence. An increase of the minimum distance occurred
only after the SLIL was sectioned. A further increase was
observed after 1000 cycles of motion. Again the maximum
gap measured by the minimum distance appeared during
wrist flexion.

Figure 13. 1D gap as on an X-Ray

Figure 14. Actual 1D gap between carpal bones

deviation
Figure 11. 1D gap after section of ST, SLIL, and RSC

Figure 12. 1D gap after section of DRC, DIC, and SLIL

During radial/ulnar deviation, an increase in the minimum distance was observed only after SLIL was sectioned.
In addition, the maximum value of the minimum distance
was detected in ulnar deviation. Figure 13 shows the dorsal
view of the wrist joint as if measurements were being made
on an x-ray machine. Looking at Figure 14, distances A and
B appear to be similar in length, when in fact they have very
different lengths. It is better illustrated from this view. This
is why the minimum distance in this study, based on the 3D
model, is a much better descriptor than the distance measured in 2D on an X-ray.
Measurement of the dorsal and volar gaps between the
scaphoid and lunate showed an increase in the distance between the scaphoid with ligamentous sectioning (Figure. 15).
This graph shows the percentage increase in the gap after all
ligaments had been cut and after 1000 cycles. As shown in
this series of arms, the dorsal and volar distances increased
the most in wrist flexion after all of the ligaments were sectioned. Also, the dorsal gap increased more than the volar
gap and the bones did not separate evenly.
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Figure 17. Correlation between 3D gap and 1D gap
Figure 15. 2D dorsal gap

Conclusions

Figure 16. 2D volar gap

Looking at the graph in Figure 16, it can be seen that the
distances between the proximal and distal points on the articulating surfaces also increased with ligamentous sectioning. Additionally, the increase was greater in flexion than in
extension and the dorsal distance increased more than the
proximal distance during only a small part of the motion.
Volume changes I the gap during the wrist flexion/extension motion can be seen in Figure 17. The volume
of the gap was greater in flexion and correlates well with the
1D minimum distance changes for both when the ligaments
are intact and after all have been sectioned. Intuitively, one
can consider volume as a better gap descriptor as it is 3D in
nature and more informative. How it could help in describing the gap between the scaphoid and lunate, is still under
study.
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This study showed that changes in carpal bone position are
better detected using 3D visualization techniques. The nature
of an x-ray is a projection of a 3D object onto a 2D screen.
Thus, the actual scapholunate gap could be foreshortened,
making the results misleading. Therefore, accuracy of measuring a gap on a 2D x-ray with the wrist positioned in neutral was questioned. In this study, three methodologies were
developed to characterize the scapholunate gap. First, a
ping-pong algorithm was developed and implemented to
calculate the minimum distance between the carpal bones,
scaphoid and lunate. Second, a four-point area method
showed how a hand surgeon could pick four specific points,
two on the scaphoid and two on the lunate, to represent the
most important locations on the carpal bones that the hand
surgeon would use to analyze the motion. Third, a solid volume was generated between the carpal bones by lofting between the cartilage areas of the bones.
Preliminary research showed the correlation between the
volume and the minimum distance. The authors believe that
the lofted volume can represent the ligament between the
bones and be very valuable in the diagnosis of ligamentous
injuries. Further research is needed to determine related applications. An add-in to SolidWorks, ORTHOPEDICS, was
developed to implement all of the aforementioned scapholunate-gap calculation methods. Gap data can be collected
automatically for all frames of a motion. The results of the
gap data in this study showed that changes due to DIC or ST
sectioned alone could not be detected. Furthermore, detection of major SL gap changes may be best detected in wrist
ulnar deviation and flexion.
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The methodology in the study can be applied to the analysis of any human or animal joint injury. Future study is
needed to collect data from real patients, explore application
fields, and develop stand-alone software.
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Abstract
Engineering and technology software tools are used by
professionals and companies worldwide, and in a university
setting, students are given the opportunity to familiarize
themselves with the operation of software packages that they
will be using after they join the workforce. Many classroom
projects in engineering technology curriculum that require
the use of advanced software tools has increased in college
and universities on both undergraduate and graduate levels.
Emerging virtual applications enhance understanding both
theoretical and applied experiences of engineering technology students by supporting laboratory experiments.
MSC.Easy5, AMESim, SolidWorks, ProE, Matlab, MultiSim and LabViewTM are some of the well known system
modeling, simulation and monitoring software tools that
offer solutions to many problems in mechanical, thermal,
hydraulics, pneumatics, electrical, electronics, controls, instrumentation and data acquisition areas. These virtual tools
also help to improve the learning pace and knowledge level
of students in many applied subjects. This paper presents
case studies used in applied class projects, laboratory activities, and capstone senior design projects for a B.S. degree
program in electrical engineering technology and manufacturing/design technology. Many students have found software tools to be helpful and user friendly in understanding
fundamentals of physical phenomena.

Introduction
The development of educational and industrial software
and simulation tools has been considerably increased by the
development of high speed computers. Industrial applications now concentrate on replacing expensive equipment
with software and simulations tools, while a number of educational institutions are preferring simulation tools instead of
purchasing expensive test equipments for their laboratories.
Universities, especially engineering education departments,
are incorporating industry standard programming environment tools mainly in laboratory practices, but they are also
being used in research and classroom education.
In engineering education, the demonstration of high tech
equipment is the most common procedure. Demonstration
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engages process modeling, testing and simulation, imitates
data acquisition and process control. For demonstration purposes, high level graphical user interface is required for providing efficient communication. Virtual applications may
enhance both theoretical and hands-on experience for engineering technology students by supporting laboratory experiments as well. Most well-known industrial and educational software packages such as MSC.Easy5, LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim, SolidWorks, ProE, Matlab, MultiSim and
LabViewTM are powerful physical system simulation and
monitoring software tools that offer solutions to many problems in mechanical, thermal, hydraulics, pneumatics, electrical, electronics, instrumentation and data acquisition areas.
These virtual tools also help to develop learning knowledge
level of students in many applied subjects. For example, one
of the well-known industrial software packages used in engineering education is LabViewTM, is a National Instrument
(NI) product [1]. The NI LabViewTM is a user friendly
graphical based programming environment mainly developed for data acquisition, instrumentation, and monitoring,
besides process control and modeling are also supported.
There are a variety of research attempts to add simulation
tools to laboratory experiments in engineering education
courses. Virtual Control Workstation Design using Simulink, SimMechanism, and the Virtual Reality Toolbox was
conducted in education to teach control theory principles as
well as a test station for control algorithm development [2].
Authors used two workstations from Quanser Consulting for
their electrical and computer engineering program student
projects. Their claim was that incorporating a laboratory
support into the engineering courses would enhance learning
skills of the students. The discussion of the design and use of
a low-cost virtual control workstation has been accomplished in the first undergraduate control theory course. The
virtual workstation model from the physical, electrical, and
mechanical parameters of a Quanser Consulting electromechanical system was built during the course period. The system has been used in over a dozen student projects and faculty research in the Electrical and Computer Engineering
department at Bradley University. A capstone project was
distributed to all faculty members. Also the learning curve of
Simulink in senior capstone projects was tested by designing
a six-week design project for a course that required system
modeling using Simulink.
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Other research incorporating the use of multimedia tools
into a reverse engineering course has been presented by
Madara Ogot [3]. The main goal of this study was to use
multimedia as initiatives for the students to learn how to use
main tools and use them in other academic activities beyond
the reverse engineering class. Since a classic mechanical
engineering curriculum may not offer instructions on the use
of multimedia tools in the areas of computer illustration,
animation, and image manipulation, this experience increased the major students’ interest in these topic areas. Instruction on the use of these tools was incorporated into a
mechanical engineering course at Ruther University instructors plan to send out follow-up surveys at the end of the each
semester to students who have taken the class. It is expected
that the results of the surveys should provide an indication as
to whether providing formal instruction in the use of multimedia tools actually translates into their common use during
the students’ technical, oral and written communications.
Another study has been conducted to increase use of software tools such as PSCAD/EMTDC [4], an electrical power
and power electronics transient studies software tool for majors in the Electrical Engineering area. The aim of this study
was to familiarize students with the electrical power systems
without the cost and safety issues of actual power system
simulators. Introduction of the PSCAD is usually introduced
in the second week of an undergraduate power systems class
and training starts with two basic sessions. For this purpose
two case studies were presented on PSCAD that included the
simulation of a three-bus system that allowed for independent control of voltage and phase on each bus in a way that
clearly illustrates the principles of power flow control [5].
The author’s objective in using digital simulation software
tools in power systems is that “modern teaching facilities
supported with digital simulation tools and well equipped
laboratories have great impact in the development of engineering programs in power systems and energy technologies.”

Software Tools in Technology
Education
Authors of this paper introduce a number of case studies
based on the following digital simulation and modeling tools
in both mechanical and electrical engineering technology
areas.
The AMESim simulation package comes with very helpful
demonstration models for a convenient initial start of modeling [6]. This digital software tool offers an extensive set of
application specific solutions which comprise a dedicated set
of application libraries and focus on delivering simulation
capabilities to assess the behavior of specific subsystems.

Pro/ENGINEER Wildfire 2.0 and its “Mechanism” simulation application is used to demonstrate an interference
problem between parts in the engineering assemblies by
simulating the individual parts [7]. Pro/ENGINEER is another standard in 3D product design, featuring industryleading productivity tools that promote practices in design
while ensuring compliance with industry standards.
Another 3D design software is SolidWorks Education
Edition, which brings the latest technologies in 3D CAD
software, COSMOS Design Analysis software, and comprehensive courseware to the modern design-engineering curriculum [8]. National Instruments MultiSim [9] formerly
Electronics Workbench MultiSim software integrates powerful SPICE simulation and schematic entry into a highly intuitive user friendly graphical based electronics labs in digital environments.
LabViewTM is another National Instruments graphical development environment to help create flexible and scalable
design, control, and test applications [1]. With LabViewTM,
engineering and technology students can interface with realworld signals from a variety of physical systems in all engineering areas; analyze data for meaningful information; and
share results through intuitive displays, reports, and the
Web. Although not covered in this paper due to the length of
this paper, Matlab has been one of the strongest mathematical tools in analog and digital signal and control systems
design and simulation studies in the program at the University of Northern Iowa.

Case Studies
Six case studies are presented in this section of the paper.
In the first case study, we will be determining the angle of
inclination of a plane when the object starts moving if it is
located on a flat inclined surface with a given static friction
of coefficient. The second case study demonstrates how to
determine the stopping distance and time of a vehicle model
on inclined surfaces. The third case study is to solve interference problems between engineering models created by
Pro/Engineer Wildfire based on Mechanism simulation application. The fourth case study describes Solid Works in a
capstone design project to model and simulate floating calculations for a solar electric powered fiberglass boat developed at the University of Northern Iowa. The fifth case study
is using MultiSim, Electronics Workbench in simple RLC
circuits for measurement purposes. A low pass filter study,
Bode Plot for stability, and full-wave bridge rectifier simulation studies by MultiSim are also briefly reported. The last
digital tool covered in this paper is LabViewTM for data acquisition and instrumentation of a 1.5 kW wind-solar power
system where AC and DC voltage, current, power, wind
speed values are monitored and recorded precisely.
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A. Angle of Inclination Study
Figure 1 depicts a schematic of the simulated system. An
object with mass, m, is located on a flat surface. One edge of
the surface is lifted to form an angle, α, with the ground. The
static friction coefficient, µs, is given. The purpose of this
test is to determine the angle of inclination when the object
starts the motion by using a digital simulation tool.
m = 100 kg
µs = 0.6

Fw = mg

α

Figure 1. Object on inclined surface.

Figure 3. Parameters input to mass component.

LMS.Imagine.Lab 7b is used to simulate the system [6]. In
the mechanical library there exists a component called “linear mass with 2 ports and friction”. The user can apply external forces through the ports; for our purpose the external
forces are set to zero. Figure 2 illustrates the simulation
model where attachments from both sides of the mass represent the zero external forces.

The angle of inclination in the stiction force formula and the
inclination in the following line must be identical. Several
runs are conducted with different inclinations for 10 seconds
and velocity of the mass has been observed to determine a
motion. The results are given in Table 1. According to this
study, the angle of inclination is determined as 31 degree.
Table 1. Results of the simulation model for angle of inclination

Figure 2. Simulation model of the object on inclined surface.

Parameters of the mass component are populated as demonstrated in Figure 3. The first two parameters are state variables that are calculated internally; the user is supposed to
provide only the initial conditions. Initial velocity and displacements are set to zero. As a selected mass of 100 kg
starts the motion, initial velocity and displacement values are
set to calculated values by the model. Since stiction force is
good enough for calculations selected, the other three friction inputs, coefficient of viscous friction, coefficient of
windage, and Coulomb friction force are all set to zero values.
The formula for the stiction force is given as:

⎛ απ ⎞
F fs = µ s mg cos⎜
⎟
⎝ 180 ⎠

where
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µs = 0.6
m = 100 kg
g = 9.81 kgm/s2
α (degree)

(1)

coefficient of friction
mass
gravitational coefficient
angle of inclination

The angle of inclination(degree)
0
15
30
31
40

Mass Velocity(m/s)
0
0
0
5.1
6.3

An analytical formula to calculate the angle of inclination is
given as follows [10]:
µ s = tan α or α = arctan µ s
(2)
coefficient of friction
µs
α (degree)
angle of inclination
Since µs = 0.6, the angle of inclination can be calculated as
where

α = arctan(0.6) = 30.96 o .

This result validates our

simulation model.
This simple case and several other cases that are introduced in lectures and labs have alleviated the instruction of a
complicated engineering software tool (such as AMESim)
used students who are taking beginning level of engineering
or engineering technology courses. It is observed that the
modeling approach has helped students grasp of more advanced engineering subjects.
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Because it is an introductory level engineering technology
course, the subject of the Power Technology class includes a
basic level of mechanical power transmission calculations
such as gears, pulleys, inclined plane, etc. Vehicle level design and analysis are generally covered in higher level
courses at junior or senior levels. Moreover, testing such
vehicles in labs or in the field is always hard to conduct for
even an experienced technician and it is expensive to maintain such facilities for a teaching institute. Using software
tools may improve instruction of more difficult subjects at
lower level courses.
One of the problems presented as part of a computer lab
assignment was determining stopping distance and time of a
vehicle model on an inclined ground profile. The schematic
of the problem is shown in Figure 4. An initial torque profile, as depicted in Figure 5, is applied to vehicle first 22s of
the test, and the travel distance and the elapsed time until the
vehicle comes to a complete stop must be determined at the
given ground slopes of 5% , 10%, 15% and 20%. The vehicle model consists of an engine, vehicle, transmission, differential and tire components.

Breaking torque is set to zero for the purpose of this study.
The Gear ratio of the transmission has been increased from 0
to 1 by 0.25 increment for each 5 s as depicted in Figure 7.
The other parameters except the slope input have been left at
the default parameters from the demonstration model. The
model is run twice for 5%, 10%, 15% and 20% of ground
slopes. The results are shown in Table 2. It is obvious that as
the slope increases, the vehicle stops earlier.
1200
1000
800
Torque (N)

B. Vehicle Traveling Distance Study

tion vehicle model. They are instructed to use the variable
gear ratio component from AMESim mechanical library for
a simplified transmission model. The component allows the
user to specify any gear ratio externally. A diagram of the
modified vehicle model is demonstrated in Figure 6.

600
400
200
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

Time (s)

Figure 5. Engine torque profile.

Figure 4. Schematic of vehicle and ground profile.

The AMESim simulation package offers an extensive set
of application specific solutions which comprise a dedicated
set of application libraries and focus on delivering simulation capabilities to assess the behavior of specific subsystems. The current portfolio includes solutions for internal
combustion engines, transmissions, thermal management
systems, vehicle systems dynamics, fluid systems, aircraft
ground loads, flight controls, and electrical systems. AMESim comes with very helpful demo models for a convenient
initial start of modeling.
“VehicleTire.ame” is a demonstration model in their
power train library which consists of differential, vehicle and
tire models. While the engine has been represented by a
simple torque curve, a transmission model has been completely ignored. For part of the lab work, the students were
expected to integrate a transmission model to the demonstra-

Interestingly, at 20% slope, the vehicle did not move towards up to hill, instead it moved back after the engine
torque was released at a time of 22s of the simulation. This
gives the student an opportunity to investigate the system
capabilities. The model can be used further in a detailed discussion and analysis of the vehicle behavior. For example,
the car body longitudinal velocity and acceleration for 5%
ground slope (Figure 8). The vehicle is accelerating and
reaches to maximum velocity until time 22 second when the
engine torque is set to zero as seen in Figure 8.a. The accelerating scheme (Figure 8.b) during this period looks like a
step function since gear ratios are suddenly increased at
times of 5, 10, and 15 s of simulation. The slight decrease in
acceleration through the end of each step is because of the
drag losses that were set to nonzero by default.

C. Solving an Interference Problem with
Pro Engineer Wildfire 2.0
Pro Engineer Wildfire 2.0 is an engineering modeling and
design program capable of creating solid models, drawings,
and assemblies. Pro/Engineer comes with different application program packages to help in the design and
modeling process.
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(b) Acceleration
Figure 8. Car body longitudinal velocity and acceleration.

Figure 6. Vehicle simulation model.

Table 2. Results of the vehicle simulation model.

Ground Slope
(%)
5
10
15
20

Stopping Distance
(m)
1304
454
111
n/a

Stopping Time
(s)
85.96
47.38
32.4
n/a

1.2

Gear Ratio

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

Time (s)

Figure 7. Gear ratio of transmission in a vehicle simulation
model.

(a) Velocity
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These application programs aid engineers in testing parts,
models, and assemblies from early to advanced development
stages. Applications include cabling, piping, welding, sheet
metal, mechanica, mechanism, animations, plastic advisor,
finite element analysis etc. Student groups who are familiar
with Pro/Engineer can be divided into small interest groups
to make projects using application packages depending on
their area of interest. For instance, cabling applications can
attract an electrical engineering major student to learn how
to design an electrical cabling of the system. The piping application package can be an interesting part of modeling for
students who want to model air, gas, hydraulic and fuel
pipes and hoses for the automotive industry. In fact, learning
fundamentals of how to use Pro/Engineer applications definitely enhance students’ knowledge. Fundamentals of each
application help students to understand the basic terminology, tasks, and procedures so they can build their own models efficiently and share information, ideas, and processes
with other students.
In this case study, a small group of engineering students
were required to solve an interference problem between two
parts by providing a new design solution. For this purpose,
the Pro/Engineer “Mechanism” application was used to find
out where the interference occurs. Pro/Engineer Mechanism
can define a mechanism, make it move, and analyze its motion. In the Mechanism application, engineering students
create connections between parts to build an assembly with
the desired degrees of freedom, then apply motors to generate the type of motion the student wants to study. Mechanism Design allows designers to extend the design with
cams, slot-followers, and gears. When the movement of the
assembly is completed, the students can analyze the movement, observe and record the analysis, or quantify and graph
parameters such as position, velocity, acceleration, and
force. Mechanism is also capable of creating trace curves
and motion envelopes that represent the motion physically.
When the movement ready, mechanisms can be brought into
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“Design Animation” to create an animation sequence. Actual
physical systems such as joint connections, cam-follower
connections, slot-follower connections, gear pairs, connection limits, servo motors, and joint axis zeros are all supported in “Design Animation.”

degree angle. In this example, the 65-degree angle was given
initially to indicate that the ball adapter is supposed to move
a maximum 65 degree angle to avoid interference of other
parts in the assembly.

Initially, the dimensions of four different parts were provided to the students to model in Pro/Engineer. The parts
were named with appropriate explanations to alleviate the
modeling process for them. The dimensions of the ball
adapter and main structure plate were intentionally changed
to cause interference in between when operating in the assembly. In this case, the students used a mechanism application by changing the assembly type and using joint connections to move the parts in the assembly. Figure 9 depicts a
Pro/ Engineer assembly of four different parts; ball adapter,
connection pin, tightening pin, and main structure plate.
As a result of modeling and assembling the aforementioned parts together, students realized that there was interference between the internal sides of the main plate and the
ball adapter. The interference amount was found by making
a model clearance analysis with Pro/Engineer (depicted in
Figure 10 with red lines). Second interference occurred
when testing the ball adapter using the mechanism application. When the ball adapter moved down 65-degree angle
there was interference between the narrow edge of the main
structure plate and the round shape of the ball adapter.

Figure 10. Interference between main plate and ball adapter
without moving the parts

Figure 11. Interference between main plate and ball adapter
when moved 65 degrees

After diagnosing the interference problems, the thickness
of the main structure plate and the diameter of the round
shape of the ball adapter were decreased enough to avoid the
problems. This case study motivated students to involve
more model analysis with other applications of Pro/ Engineer. Students gained skills in how to model, assemble, and
analyze their designs with Pro/Engineer and its applications.

Figure 9. Pro-Engineer assembly to test assembly for interference control

This was obvious when testing with mechanism only; otherwise the interference was not visible without moving the
ball adapter. Second interference diagnosed by mechanism
application is shown in Figure 11 with red lines and 65-

D. Using Solid Works in Solar Electric
Boat Design and Floating Calculations
The UNI solar electric boat team used both Solid Works
and Pro-E to model the new solar electric boat in 2007.
With the team’s extensive use of CAD, it was easiest to
change the material of the hull to water and have Solid
Works automatically to calculate the new mass as shown in
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Figure 12 by using properties of the assigned materials from
library. Buoyancy is created by the displacement of water.
As modeled, the boat displaces 288 pounds of water when
submerged. Calculations by Solid Works indicate the weight
of the hull composed of foam material to be only 40 pounds.
With all other components taken into account, the assembly
of the boat weighs approximately 230 pounds in race trim.
This yields a safety factor (SF) as follows:
SF = (288 – 230) / 288 = 0.2014 or 20.1 %.
These calculations together with SolidWorks modeling show
that the UNI solar electric boat, in the event of capsizing,
will not sink and has a safety margin of 20.1 %.

A number of circuit simulation tools now offer low cost student versions that may provide user friendly access from
student’s personnel computer to the laboratory circuits before the class day. Figure 13 depicts a simple RLC circuit
and how to connect appropriate meters to measure voltage,
current, and power.
Figure 14 shows a simple passive low pass-filter circuit
and its frequency response in MultiSim using a cut-off frequency of fc = 2,192 Hz. Similarly, Figure 15 depicts a
Notch filter design, its frequency response, and Bode plots in
MultiSim.

E. Using NI MultiSim in a variety of EET
Applications
Although actual hands-on analog laboratories must be
included in EET curriculum, students using electronics software tools in the EET majors may also gain some initial
skills and depth in knowledge without exposing themselves
to the higher voltage/current values in the circuits before the
actual lab day. Using virtual labs with graphical metering
tools is particularly important in terms of selecting appropriate circuit components to avoid any overheating and damage
to the circuit parameters.

Figure 13. Voltage, current, and power measurements in MultiSim for a simple RLC circuit

Figure 12. Solid Works model of UNI solar-electric boat
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Figure 16 indicates another example of MultiSim applied
to the simulation of a full-wave bridge rectifier in a power
electronics class. Students safely gain in-depth knowledge of
a high-power AC/DC converter before ever entering the lab.
This also includes instrumentation connections in a virtual
environment, waveform monitoring and overall circuit operation in steady-state. Figure 17 depicts a DC waveform
output with numerical readings from the same bridgerectifier circuit shown in Figure 16.

F. Using LabViewTM in Computer Based
Data Acquisition and Instrumentation
Classes and Capstone Design Projects

Low Pass Filter Output
7.00
6.00
Voltage

5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00

8.
00

4.
00

2.
00

1.
60

1.
20

0.
80

0.
40

0.
10

0.00

Frequency

Figure 14. A simple passive low-pass filter and its frequency
response using MultiSim

Figures 18 and 19 show a LabViewTM based dataacquisition virtual instrument diagram and graphical outputs,
respectively, for a 1.5 kW hybrid wind-solar power system,
where AC/DC voltage and current values, wind direction,
wind speed and AC/DC power values are measured and
monitored precisely.

Figure 15. A notch-filter design and its Bode plots in MultiSim
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A Young 05103V anemometer provides two voltage signals
corresponding to wind speed and wind direction. These wind
signals are fed to AD21OAN isolation amplifiers and the
output is applied to National Instrument’s SCB-100 data
acquisition board (DAQ).

Figure 16. A full-wave bridge rectifier in MultiSim

The instrumentation phase of the wind-solar power station
includes the following hardware: One CR4110-10 True
RMS AC Current Transducer, one CR5210-50 DC HallEffect Current Transducer from CR Magnetics, voltage- and
current-divider and scaling circuits, one wind-monitoring
device called an anemometer, a LabView Professional Development System for Microsoft Windows, one PCI-6071E
I/O board, NI-DAQ driver software, one SH 100100
shielded cable, SCSI-II connectors, one NI SCB-100 DAQ
(shielded connector block), one isolation amplifier circuit,
and a PC.

Figure 17. DC output waveform of the bridge-rectifier circuit

Figure 18. Overall diagram of the LabViewTM data-acquisition virtual instrument (VI)
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Figure 19. Front panel of the data-acquisition VI for a 1.5 kW wind-solar power system

Conclusion
Computer-aided engineering education is a valuable solution for increasing the quality of laboratory environments of
engineering education courses. The classroom education
process, similar to laboratory exercises, may be further visualized by introducing more advanced simulation tools. Several case studies have been demonstrated using LMS Imagine.Lab AMESim—a professional grade, integrated platform
for 1-D multi-domain system simulation, Pro Engineer
Wildfire—a well-known three-dimensional CAD/CAE software tool, SolidWorks—another 3-D digital simulation tool,
NI MultiSim—formerly Electronics Workbench software
integrating powerful SPICE simulation and schematic entry
into a highly intuitive user-friendly graphical-based electronics lab in digital environments, and LabViewTM—another
National Instruments graphical development environment to
help create flexible and scalable design, control, and test
applications in electronics and electromechanical systems.

Many students have found the software tools to be very
helpful and user-friendly in understanding the fundamentals
of physical phenomena in engineering technology areas. A
number of students have increased their knowledge and experience with the aforementioned software tools as a valuable bridge to many internship and part-time student positions in local electronics and machinery manufacturing industries. Our industrial advisory board members have repeatedly mentioned their satisfaction with our students’
achievements and their valuable experience with digital
modeling and simulation tools.
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SECURING VIRTUALIZED DATACENTERS
Timur Mirzoev, Georgia Southern University; Baijian Yang, Ball State University

Abstract

Components of Virtual Datacenters

Virtualization is a very popular solution to many problems
in datacenter management. It offers increased utilization of
existing system resources through effective consolidation,
negating the need for more servers and additional rack
space. Furthermore, it offers essential capabilities in terms of
disaster recovery and potential savings on energy and maintenance costs. However, these benefits may be tempered by
the increased complexities of securing virtual infrastructure.
Do the benefits of virtualization outweigh the risks? In this
study, the authors evaluated the functionalities of the basic
components of virtual datacenters, identified the major risks
to the data infrastructure, and present here several solutions
for overcoming potential threats to virtual infrastructure.

Virtual technologies have a broad range of contexts: operating Systems (OS), programming languages and computer
architecture [12]. Virtualization of OS and computer architecture significantly benefits any disaster-recovery process
and improves business continuity due to the fact that images
of virtual machines can be quickly restored from different
physical servers without waiting on the hardware repair. A
virtual datacenter is a type of infrastructure that allows for
sharing physical resources of multiple physical servers
across an enterprise. This aggregation of resources becomes
feasible when a suite of virtualization software is installed
on the various components such as physical servers, network
storage and others. As shown in Figure 1, the major elements of the virtualized datacenter include virtual machines,
hypervisors, network resources, and datastores – Network
Attached Storage (NAS), Storage Attached Network (SAN)
and IP Storage Attached Network (IP SAN).

Introduction
The past few years have seen a steady increase in the use
of virtualization in corporate datacenters. Virtualization can
be described as the creation of computer environments
within operating systems allowing multiple virtual servers to
run on a single physical computer. Many datacenters have
adopted this architecture to increase the utilization of available system resources, which resulted in a decreased need
for additional servers and rack space. There are substantial
savings in energy, cooling, administration and maintenance
expenses. But these advantages are somewhat tempered by
the additional complexities, performance and security complications in virtualization environments. According to a
recent survey from 531 IT professionals [1], concerns about
security was considered one of the top issues in adopting
virtual technology (43%) and the main reason that organizations were slow in the deployment of virtualization (55%).
It is therefore necessary to examine the security risks associated with virtualization and the potential countermeasures.
Presented here are the key components that make up a
virtual datacenter, followed by the analysis of virtualization
security threats including virtual machine security, hypervisor security, network storage concerns, and virtual center
security. Finally, the authors present possible solutions,
guidelines and recommendations for enhancing security in
virtualized datacenters.

Figure 1. Datacenter components

It should be noted that this discussion of virtual infrastructure is independent of specific brands of virtualization suites.
Different virtualization venders tend to use different names
when referencing the various components, although they all
equate to the same basic principles.

A. Virtual Machines
The concept of virtualization is not new. It is based on a
time-sharing concept originally developed by scientists at
SECURING VIRTUALIZED DATACENTERS
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the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 1961
[2]. Time-sharing creates an opportunity for concurrently
managing multi-hardware and multi-user environments on a
single physical machine. Today, many vendors such as IBM,
VMware, Oracle, HP and others have taken this time-sharing
concept even further and developed virtualization schemes
of various types including Integrity VM by HP [5]. The advantages of modern technologies such as Integrity VM allow
any operating system to run inside VM that supports the
Integrity VM platform. An example of how virtualization is
applied in a hosted virtualization model is shown by Figure
2.

structures. Another essential property of virtual machines is
OS isolation – if a virtual computer gets infected with a virus
other virtual machines should not get infected. Popek and
Goldberg [8] describe a virtual machine as “an efficient,
isolated duplicate of a real machine.”
It is possible to run multiple virtual machines on a single
physical server without any interaction between operating
systems. Thus, if a virtual machine crashes, it would not
affect the performance of the other virtual machines on the
same physical server. Because of these properties, virtual
machines are considered one of the building blocks of virtualized datacenters.

B. Hypervisors

Figure 2. Hosted approach for virtual servers
Source: Adapted from [4]

Virtual machines (VMs) are sets of files that support operating systems and applications independent of a host operating system. Typical VMs include BIOS, configuration and
disk files. In other words, they are software-only implementations of computers that execute programs just like conventional systems. Figure 3 lists a number of examples of VMs
containing virtual hardware components such as CPU,
memory, hard drives, network adapters and many others.

Figure 3. Elements of Virtual Machines

Nowadays, the detection of a virtualized OS is a fairly
new technique, so most virtual OS environments are not
detected by common operating systems such as Windows
XP, Vista, and a few Linux operating systems. This offers a
great deal of flexibility in the deployment of virtual infra-
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A hypervisor, also known as physical host, is a physical
server that contains hardware and virtualization layer software for hosting virtual machines. Hypervisors use existing
physical resources and present them to virtual machines
through the virtualization layer. Virtualization is neither
simulation nor emulation. To share resources, hypervisor
runs in a native mode, directly representing the physical
hardware. Additionally, hypervisors effectively monitor and
administer shared resources given to any virtual machine.
Groups of similar hypervisors may be organized into clusters. Clusters allow for aggregation of computing resources
in the virtual environment and allow for more sophisticated
architectures. Typically, specific software manages a cluster
of hypervisors.

C. Network Configurations
Virtual datacenters, like traditional datacenters, require
network infrastructure. A hypervisor can use multiple network interface cards (NICs) to provide connectivity. In fact,
it is highly recommended that several NICs be used for a
single hypervisor in order to separate networks and various
functions. Furthermore, as virtualization of I/O devices takes
off, the IT industry will see another sharp turn towards fewer
cables, NICs and other devices. Each Ethernet adapter can
be configured with its own IP address and MAC address
manually or automatically. A hypervisor or a virtual machine can be configured with one or more virtual NICs to
access different physical or virtual networks (see Figure 4).
Virtual switches allow virtual machines to communicate
with each other using normal TCP/IP protocols without using additional physical network resources internal to hypervisor. Virtual switches may be configured to have the same
functionality as a physical switch, with the exception that
direct interconnection between virtual switches is not available in some configurations.
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A. Virtual Machine Threats
It is a common misconception that the security risks of
virtual machines are much higher than those of physical
computers. Virtual machines have the same, if not fewer,
levels of security risks as their physical-computer counterparts. This is due to the fact that physical connectivity, software updates and networking employ the same logical infrastructure. The key difference lies in the fact that VMs are
running on top of a virtualization layer instead of the actual
hardware. Virtual machines should be protected by antivirus
software and should be patched on a regular basis just like
any physical computer. However, there are several virtualization-specific threats that require the attention of datacenter administrators:

Figure 4: Hypervisor and virtual machine networking

D. Network Storage
Most datacenters rely heavily on Fiber Channel SAN,
iSCSI arrays, and NAS arrays for network storage needs.
Servers use these technologies to access shared storage networks. Storage arrays are shared among computer resources
enabling essential virtualization technologies such as live
migration of virtual computers and increased levels of utilization and flexibility. Within a virtual datacenter, network
storage devices may be virtualized in order to provide distributed shared access among virtual machines. Moreover, it
is recommended that files containing the virtual machines be
placed on shared storage. This is because most current virtualization server products will not support a live migration of
a virtual machine from one physical server to another physical server if the virtual machine is located on a storage area
that is not accessible by all hypervisors.
Several options are available for the creation of datastores
such as NAS, SAN, local storage, etc. Shared network storage is an essential component for any virtual infrastructure,
and applying different storage technologies typically requires a balance between cost and performance. But regardless of whether it is a NAS or SAN array, securing network
storage should always be at the top of the security policy for
any datacenter. It is critical to separate network storage traffic from virtual machine traffic.

Virtualization Security Threats
In this section, the security threats to a datacenter’s key
components in a virtualized environment are discussed.

SECURING VIRTUALIZED DATACENTERS

1) Suspended Virtual Machines. When a virtual machine
is not running, users typically assume there are no security
threats since the VM is powered off. Throughout tests in our
lab environment, an observation was made that un-patched
and unprotected Windows 2000 Servers, running in an earlier version of a virtualized product, were actually infected
by the Blaster Worm even when a VM was not running. To
make matters worse, it was able to duplicate itself and infiltrate other unprotected suspended virtual Windows 2000
Servers. It was felt that the problem was due to security
flaws in how the virtualized networking environment was
implemented, but there were no validated hypotheses generated. Another observation was made regarding a virtual machine running as a DHCP server that continued to hand out
IP addresses even when it was powered off. It is important
then to realize that suspended virtual machines should not be
ignored as security targets in virtual datacenter environments.
2) Resource Contention. When multiple virtual machines
run on the same physical server, they will inevitably be
competing for hardware resources such as CPUs, RAMs,
I/O, and network. Additionally, all of the server and client
operating system updates are typically applied at the exact
same time. When multiple virtual machines demand the
same physical resources simultaneously, they may cause
performance degradation across the datacenter and could
even lead to some virtual machines not being able to power
on. VM-specific countermeasures must be utilized to alleviate resource contention among virtual machines.
3) VM Sprawl. With the help of current virtualization
products, the creation of new VMs is quick and easy. It is a
common malpractice that whenever there is a need for a certain service, a dedicated VM is immediately created. It then
becomes a problem noted as VM Sprawl, where too many
virtual machines are created without careful planning, management and service consolidation [9]. The biggest threat
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associated with VM sprawl could be the cost of resources:
storage space, CPU and RAM resources may become scarce
and additional software licenses and network service may be
required. From a security of point of view, if a virtual datacenter is abused by the creation and deployment of unnecessary virtual machines, the entire infrastructure may become
too complex to manage, thereby posing a dangerous, unsecure environment. And if any virtual machine is not carefully protected or it is placed on a wrong network, it may put
the entire virtual datacenter in jeopardy.

B. Hypervisor Threats
Hypervisor is a thin layer that runs directly on top of the
physical hardware and provides isolation between different
virtual machines that run on the same physical server. It is,
therefore, vital to protect hypervisor from being compromised or attacked. Anything happening at the hypervisor
level is not visible to virtual machines and will eventually
render the traditional OS hardening or protection techniques
completely useless. Lately, a number of interesting research
efforts have been made to address the possible security
threats to hypervisors:
1) Virtual-Machine-Based Rootkit (VMBR). Samuel T.
King et al. [11] developed proof-of-concept VMBRs that can
be inserted underneath the targeting virtual machines if an
attacker gains administrative privileges on a virtual machine.
Once the rootkit is successfully installed and configured, it
functions as a modified hypervisor on the infected physical
server and loads all virtual machines. As a result, an attacker
will have a great possibility of controlling every virtual machine that runs on that hypervisor.
2) Blue Pill Attack. Joanna Rutkowsaka [6] presented a
highly sophisticated attack at the 2006, annual Black Hat
Conference. The basic idea of a Blue Pill attack is to exploit
the AMD64 SVM virtualization instruction sets—code name
Pacifica. If the attack is successful at the chip level, it will
also install its own hypervisor to intercept the communication between virtual servers and the hardware. The author
also claimed that it is quite likely that similar attacks can be
implemented against Intel’s VT-x instruction sets—code
name Vanderpool. Unlike VMBRs, the Blue Pill attack can
be installed on the fly without modifying the BIOS, and
there are no noticeable performance penalties associated
with the attack. As a result, it becomes extremely difficult to
detect such types of attacks.

C. Virtual Infrastructure Threats
Virtual infrastructures with clusters of hypervisors are
highly sensitive to internal attacks. Frequently, the response
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to internal threats is such that “nothing can be done”. That is
exactly the reason why internal attacks still exist. If there are
no preventive measures that are taken towards internal
threats, then internal attacks should be expected. Specifically, the following security threats should be addressed:
1) Single Point of Control. A single administrator may be
implementing permissions, authentications and privileges to
cluster-wide environments of hypervisors, or virtual centers.
Such a person becomes the biggest threat to the company’s
assets, should this super administrator become dissatisfied
with the company for any reason.
2) Physical Access. If a person gains physical access to a
hypervisor, the damage could be much worse because the
entire virtual infrastructure can quickly be copied, modified
or even removed.
3) Licensing Server. Typical virtualization server products are activated and unlocked by the presence of valid license files. If for any reason the license server fails, IT administrators should respond as quickly as possible to get the
license server back online. Otherwise, when the grace period
expires—for some vendors this can be 14 days—certain features will be disabled, leading to a chaotic environment in
the datacenter.

D. Virtual Network Threats
From a design point of view, there are no essential differences between virtual and physical networking. If network
administrators have proven networking skills in dealing with
physical networks, there should be no problem in designing
virtual networking for VMs and hypervisors. The major
challenges are the capabilities of security tools and sound
designs of network configurations.
1) Security Tools. Conventional networking security
tools, such as Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Intrusion
Prevention System (IPS), are typically running on a physical
network and are able to check all of the traffic coming in and
out of the area being monitored. They are not capable of
examining traffic flowing through internal virtual switches
within hypervisors.
2) Configuration Tools. Configurations of physical networks can be easily designed by using well-established tools
and techniques. But configurations of virtual networks are
not easily accessible to network and security professionals
making it difficult to validate network designs. In fact, Kim
[7] pointed out that a major security risk associated with
virtualization is incorrect configuration. It is essential to
have a set of best practices in place to ensure that virtual
switches and virtual networks are appropriately configured.
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Countermeasures
This section provides practical solutions for hardening
virtualized environments.

A. Hardening Virtual Machines
From a security point of view, virtual machines should be
protected just like physical computers. Antivirus applications should be installed and patches should be applied as
often as required for physical machines, even if some of
those virtual machines remain suspended most of the time,
i.e., VMs serving as templates. If applicable, it is better to
patch templates and then deploy VMs from templates than
patching each VM individually. There should also be a clear
organizational policy set up to dictate when to create a new
virtual machine so that VM-sprawl problems can be mitigated. Additionally, it is a good idea to schedule tasks from
hypervisors for each virtual machine to conduct a full system
security scan or a full system backup. It is also advisable to
schedule such tasks in a staged manner or during times when
physical resources are not heavily utilized.

B. Protecting Hypervisors

C. Securely Managing Virtual
Infrastructure
An effective security policy is a must for any datacenter,
whether virtualized or physical. Several levels of permissions can be set in a datacenter. Such levels include datacenter, virtual center, host and virtual–machine, and are represented in Figure 5. The following suggestions are particularly important to enhance the security of virtual infrastructures:
1) Separate Permissions. To alleviate the problem of the
single point of control, the super administrator, it is best to
separate permission policies as the following example indicates [10]:
• Administrator 1 (A1) may reinstall hypervisor OS;
• Administrator 2 (A2) may specify networking for hypervisors and VMs;
• Administrator 3 (A3) may deploy VMs without permissions to modify VMs’ local user access and
group policies;
• Administrator 4 (A4) manages the distribution of
physical resources for a datacenter; and
• A1, A2, A3 and A4 work together as a group to specify administrative tasks for a datacenter.

A hypervisor is the foundation of a datacenter and a virtual machine. It must be properly protected from attacks;
otherwise, virtual machines will not be able to detect any
illegal behavior happening underground. One of the current
trends in securing hypervisors is to validate them under the
framework of trusted computing. It is advisable to check the
integrity of a hypervisor before it can be trusted and deployed [3]. The main challenge here is that trusted computing works only if the underlying hardware, such as CPUs
and chipsets, supports Trusted Platform Modules (TPM).
Thus far, no significant security threats directly targeting
hypervisors have been discovered. This does not mean that
current hypervisor implementations are protected. Attacks
on hypervisors tend to be much more difficult than attacking
the virtual machines. To counter theoretical attacks such as
Subvirt and Blue-Pill threats described earlier more secured
virtualization implementations at the chipset level are
needed from both Intel and AMD. Another possible solution
is to make the hypervisor very thin so that it is easier to validate and can be pre-installed onto the hardware components
with read-only capabilities (BIOS-like approach).

SECURING VIRTUALIZED DATACENTERS

Figure 5. Levels of permissions and privileges in a virtualized
datacenter

2) Physical Access. Physical access to a datacenter is essential: bad practices such as easily accessed codes, access
cards and even open doors should be prevented at all times.
3) Protecting Licensing Servers. In an enterprise virtual
datacenter environment, it is necessary to protect the availability of the licensing server. One solution may be implementing a redundant licensing server.
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4) Securing VM Management Console. If an attacker
gains control of a virtual server management console, either
locally or remotely, all hypervisors and VMs that they manage are easily compromised.

D. Protecting Virtual and
Physical Networks
There are crucial steps to be taken when designing a network for a virtualized environment. The following list represents the minimum requirements for configuring networks in
virtualized datacenters:
1. Hypervisor management traffic or service console traffic
must be restricted and separated from other networks such
as virtual machine network, storage (if applicable), etc.
2. Network storage traffic must be separated from virtual
machine networks. In other words, network storage access
needs to be configured at the hypervisor level, where only
the hypervisor has the ability to access datastores and
grant access to datastores for VMs. Additionally, SAN
administrators need to coordinate access control for hypervisors within datacenters (LUN masking, zoning and
others). Most successful secure implementations of Fiber
Channel SAN include both hard and soft zoning.
3. Setting security policies on virtual switches is important.
Third-party virtual network switches can be used to expand network security.
4. VLAN tagging may be a good option in a limited network
resources environment.
Figure 6 depicts a network configuration example for hypervisors.

and third-party IT companies. The availability of the hypervisor-level APIs creates an opportunity to build a virtualization-aware security framework because it has the potential to
monitor resource usage at both virtual-machine level and
physical-machine level. It also makes it possible to examine
network traffic passing through the virtual machines and
virtual-network interfaces. An overview of such a security
platform is shown in Figure 7, where a dedicated security
VM is shown being created in a virtual datacenter.

Figure 7. A model for virtualization security with hypervisor
level APIs

This security VM will be loaded with many security technologies/products such as firewall, Intrusion Detection System (IDS), Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) and anti-virus
agents, etc.
The security VM will communicate with the APIs to collect security-related information about each single virtual
OS. As a result, it is possible to run a single antivirus agent
on the security VM to fully scan multiple virtual VMs. Since
hypervisor-level APIs can provide network visibility at the
virtual-switch level, traditional firewall and IDS/IPS products can be installed inside the Security VM to protect the
virtual datacenter just like they are protecting physical servers. It is the authors’ belief that those hypervisor-level APIs
can allow the IT industry to quickly arm their virtual datacenters with conventional security tools.

Conclusions and Recommendations

Figure 6. Separation of network Traffic (without VLANs)

E. Recent Virtualization-Aware Security
Technologies
Virtualization vendors have recently begun to offer a set
of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to end users
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The current state of virtualization technologies is not more
vulnerable than physical servers, but the damage to a virtualized datacenter could be much quicker and more severe than
providing services in separate physical environments. However, virtualization technologies present both opportunities
and risks. When virtualizing datacenters, all personnel
should be involved: server administration teams, networking
teams, security, development and management. There should
be no difference between protecting VMs and physical computers.
The following may be used as the best practices to enhance virtualization security:
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1. Create an effective security policy for the virtualized environment.
2. Define trusted zones and separate servers either at the
hardware level or at a VM level.
3. Eliminate single point of control - use separation policies
for datacenter administrators.
4. Employ a separation policy for hypervisor administrators
and VM administrators.
5. Enforce extremely strict control for virtual center permissions and privileges.
6. In hypervisor cluster settings, provide high availability for
license servers and virtual centers – have a primary and a
backup copy of Virtual Center and License servers.
7. If no I/O virtualization is deployed, separate physical networks for management and administration of hypervisors,
storage, and virtual machines.
8. Disable/remove all unnecessary or superfluous functions
and virtual hardware.
9. Prevent virtual machines from utilizing physical resources
- do not create and use extra virtual devices such as CPUs,
media drives, RAM; never over-allocate any physical resources as this leads to resource-contention problems.
10. Deploy virtual security appliances such as virtual
IPS/IDS systems, firewalls, antivirus agents and others in
virtualized datacenters.
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Abstract
A new soft-switching, high-voltage dc-dc converter for
magnetron power supply application is presented in this paper. The proposed dc power supply consists of three main
circuits: front-end flyback converter, high-frequency transformer, and high-voltage diode rectifier circuit. The frontend flyback dc-dc converter employs a soft-switching technique to minimize switching losses. Two high-frequency
transformers with five secondary windings were developed
to obtain a high voltage. Experimental results are provided
to verify the superiority of the proposed converter under
200W and 4kV magnetron operations. The developed magnetron power supply, based on the proposed soft-switching
converter topology, achieved an overall efficiency of 85%.

[3], [4]. However, for safety, these high-voltage converters
require high-voltage insulation and the high-voltage transformers are usually mounted on a board. Therefore, they
tend to be large and bulky converters, resulting in a
lower efficiency of 75% with 4kV for a magnetron power
supply.
This study focused on the development of a cost-effective,
soft-switching, high-power density dc-dc converter for a
magnetron power supply that can achieve a reduced size and
weight, improved efficiency, accurate voltage regulation,
and effective power delivery to the output dc. The major
accomplishments of this work were
•

Introduction
The magnetron is a high-powered vacuum tube that generates microwaves. Typical applications of such microwaves
include heating and drying in industry and home [1]. Heating and drying with microwaves provide fast, efficient and
accurate control of power over the conventional thermalbased system. A high-voltage power supply, which can supply several kV, is required to operate a magnetron.
High-voltage dc-dc converters are widely used for magnetron power supplies. As these converters are very expensive,
they are usually limited to applications that are the most demanding. One current challenge is to develop a low-cost dcdc converter to drive magnetron lamps. Since these dc-dc
converters transfer low-voltage power to high–voltage
power, traditional converters have to utilize low-frequency
ac transformers and rectifiers, resulting in low performance.
Recently, the development of a new class of low onresistance power metal-oxide semiconductor field-effecttransistor (MOSFET) switching devices and high-frequency
core materials has led to more compact dc-dc converters.
They operate at higher frequencies and power densities than
the traditional dc-dc converters [1], [2]. In order to improve
efficiency, some converters have been using a soft-switching
technique to reduce switching loss and stress on the switch
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•

•

•

The development of a cost-effective, high-voltage dcdc converter using quasi-resonant flyback softswitching dc-dc converter topology. The converter
reduces the turn-on loss of the power MOSFET
switching devices. The main switching device is efficiently powered at high voltages and low currents
with low power consumption.
The development of a current-mode pulse-width
modulation (PWM) controller using a commercially
available off-the-shelf (COTS) switch-mode power
supply (SMPS) control integrated circuit (IC)
TEA1533 from NXP Semiconductors [5]. The controller regulates a constant output voltage to maintain
the magnetron lamp current. Using the COTS SMPS
control IC reduces the system cost, while providing
several advantages such as precise current regulation,
resistance to breakdown, and extremely efficient softswitching operation at the high power levels.
The development of sensory and control logic to enable anode current control in the magnetron. This
practical design and implementation of the highvoltage converter created a compact power stage in
addition to safe voltage insulation and accurate current and voltage control.
Improvement of the overall efficiency of the 200W
and 4kV magnetron power supply to 85% by reducing
the turn-on switching loss of the main device, using a
new high-voltage transformer design and its compact
power packaging.
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Proposed DC-DC Converter
The simplified block diagram of the overall configuration
of the proposed dc power supply to drive the magnetron is
shown in Figure 1. The power supply, which provides 4kV
and 40mA of output power, consists of an EMI filter, continuous-mode power factor correction (CMPFC) [10] - [13],
quasi-resonant flyback dc-dc converter, and two
DC-DC Converter

100 - 240
VAC

High
Voltage
Boost
Circuit

Quasi-R.
Flyback
Topology

CM
PFC

EMI
Filter

- 4kVDC
40mA

GND
Standby
Power
Source +5.0VDC
2A

Heater
Power
Source

An output filter bank is composed of five seriesconnected capacitors, C1 through C5, with the rectifying diode connected to each side of the load. At this stage, the
high-voltage ac produced by the transformer is rectified and
converted back to high-voltage dc. The output is then filtered by a capacitor bank to produce a low-ripple dc.
The switching sequence of the converter, based on the
switch-voltage and current waveforms, is shown in Figure 3.
The converter has four operational modes to achieve the
desired output voltage waveforms at steady-state operation.
The TEA1533 SMPS control IC was selected to achieve the
zero-voltage switching (ZVS) operation [5]. The converter
was operated under ZVS in valley switching technology. In order
to achieve the soft-switching operation, a time delay is

3.3VDC
12A

Detected valley
VDS of S1

Figure 1. Overall block diagram of the proposed
magnetron power supply
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Figure 3. Voltage and current waveforms
of the main switch

Figure 2. Proposed high-voltage dc-dc converter
topology and its controller

inserted between the turn-off of the freewheeling diode and
turn-on of the main MOSFET switch, S1. At the valley voltage
region, an L-C resonance is formed by the leakage inductance
on the primary winding of the transformer and the device capacitance across S1.

VCC

Vout

Nout

RF1
RF2

outputs for the standby and heater power. The input to the
power supply has a universal operating range of 100V to
240V. Figure 2 shows the proposed soft-switching dc-dc
converter topology for the magnetron lamp drive. The converter consists of two power stages: low- and high-voltage.
The low-voltage stage contains quasi-resonant flyback topology with only one MOSFET switch and a flyback transformer. It is possible to allow the operation of the converter
with critical conduction mode control, so that the converter
achieves soft switching for the main switch, S1, by using the
leakage inductance in the transformer. The high-voltage
stage is connected to the isolated two-stage windings of the
transformer for high-voltage insulation.

For effective ZVS operation, it is necessary that the converter controller accurately detect the voltage drop and turn on the main switch
at valley points. In the converter, the two high-frequency
transformers have one winding with a turns ratio of 1:1 and
five windings connected in series with a turns ratio of 1:9 in
order to meet the high-voltage safety requirement. Since this
converter has quasi-resonant flyback topology, the switching
frequency was varied up to 250kHz, depending on the load
condition. In this converter, a frequency of 50kHz was selected for full load. The configuration of the implemented
high-voltage transformer is shown in Figure 4.
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Design of current Controller and
System Operation
The current controller block-diagram with secondary
voltage sensing is shown in Figure 2. The current controller
was operated with a TEA1533 device that consists of an
input filter, a transformer with a third winding, and an output
stage with a feedback circuit [5]-[9]. The TEA1533 current
controller regulates the output voltage. The turn-on time of
the main switch, S1, is controlled by the internally-inverted

For the high-voltage operation of the magnetron lamp, the
controller of the converter should be designed with at least a
200ms time delay at startup. After period T2, the fast response of the controller is required for impedance matching
between the front-side quasi-flyback converter and the transformer secondary output. In addition, the response bandwidth of the converter for the change of input control voltage should be designed within approximately 20ms for a T5
period. The fall time for the constant anode current should
not be greater than 2ms. Thus, the controller can actively
regulate the output current for controlling the magnetron
lamp. Table I describes the output-current and voltage requirements for the magnetron power supply.

AC line

UV limit

Converter
output
0V
High
Magnetron
control signal

Low

T1

T2

T4

T3
T5

Figure 5. Magnetron control voltage pattern.
TABLE 1. OUTPUT CURRENT AND VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS
TO THE MAGNETRON POWER SUPPLY

Figure 4. Overall configuration of the implemented
high-voltage transformer

control voltage, which is compared with the primary-current
command. Also, the primary current was sensed across an
external resistor, Rs. The sense resistor converts the primary
current into a voltage at the Isense pin. The value of the sense
resistor was determined by the maximum primary peak current.
The operational requirement of the dc power supply to
drive a magnetron lamp is shown in Figure 5. The sequence
of operation for the proposed power supply is as follows:
During T1, the power supply must provide the control signal
to activate the magnetron lamp when the converter is turned
on and its output voltage reaches 4kV. When the magnetron
lamp is turned off, the power converter should be turned off
with a time delay. Even though an ac line is removed, the
converter must have the capability to turn the magnetron
lamp off safely.
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Output Current
[mA]
0
10
20
30
40

Output Voltage
[kV]
0
3.82
3.87
3.93
4.0

Experimental Results
In order to validate the proposed converter operation,
various experiments were conducted. The parameters of the
output filter capacitors, C1 through C5 , and a resonant capacitor, Co , were selected as 0.1µF/1kV and 6.8nF/1kV,
respectively. A total of five 0.1µF capacitors are connected
to five transformer secondary taps. For the high-voltage balance, two 1.2MΩ, 0.5W resistors were also connected in
series across each tap.
The experimental waveforms during the magnetron lamp
operation are shown in Figure 6(a). The time delay for startup was measured to 200ms, which matches the design target.
Figure 6(b) shows the voltage and current waveforms during
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ac power line turn off. Figure 5 shows that the waveforms
satisfy the design specification.
The experimental waveforms of the input current and input voltage of the converter are shown in Figure 7. It can be
clearly seen that the voltage and current are synchronized inphase under near unity power factor (PF). The PF was
measured at 0.98 under 230V ac input and full load, including a cooling fan. Note that the current spike near the zero
crossing originates from the cooling fan to manage the thermal issues. The measured current and voltage of the primary
winding of the transformer are shown in Figure 8. It should
be noted that the current was well-regulated, and the active
switch

Current of 3.3V
Power Source
AC Input Voltage

Voltage Standby Signal
Magnetron Control Voltage
(a) Current and voltage waveforms at starts up

Current of 3.3V
Power Source

AC Input Voltage

Input Current

Figure 7. Input voltage and current waveforms at 230Vac under full load (PF = 0.98)

turned on at the lower valley voltage, as explained in Figure
3 [9]. Figure 9 shows the results of the conductive
EMI/EMC test for the developed power supply. It is clear
that the proposed soft-switching power supply met the
minimum 4dB margin for the conductive EMI level at 230V
ac. The layout of the major components, which are required
for 8kV high-voltage insulation, is shown in Figure 10. The
integrated prototype power supply is shown in Figure 11.
The power in the major circuitry was measured with 230V
ac nominal input voltage under full-load conditions. The
measurement shows that the proposed dc-dc converter
achieved 85% conversion efficiency.

Current of 3.3V Power Source

AC Input Voltage

Voltage Standby Signal
Magnetron Control Voltage

(b) Current and voltage waveforms at turns off
Figure 6. Timing and sequence of operation of the converter

Primary Switch Voltage
Figure 8. Output current and voltage waveforms
of the transformer primary winding
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The measurement details are as follow:
•
•
•
•
•

Total input power:
High-voltage output power:
Magnetron filament power:
Cooling fan power:
4.6W,
Standby power:

235W,
160W (4.0kV, 40mA),
35W (3.4V, 10.3A),
1.0W (5V, 0.2A).

Conclusion
Figure 9. Measured conductive EMI/EMC for
the developed power supply

Figure 10. Component layout of the proposed power supply

A cost-effective soft-switching high-voltage dc-dc converter for a magnetron power supply is presented in this paper. The proposed dc-dc converter employs a quasi-resonant
flyback soft-switching topology to reduce the turn-on loss of
the power-MOSFET switching device. The main switching
device efficiently powers at high voltages and low currents
with low-power consumption. Using the COTS SMPS control IC reduced the system costs, while providing several
advantages such as precise current regulation, resistance to
breakdown, and extremely efficient soft-switching operation
at high power levels.
The various practical design criteria, including a new
high-voltage transformer, main switching device, and current controller were supported by experimental results. The
quasi-resonant flyback converter achieved an overall efficiency for the 200W and 4kV magnetron power supply of
85% by the reducing the turn-on switching losses of the
main switching device without any additional auxiliary circuitry.
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A NEW METHOD FOR A NON-INVASIVE
GLUCOSE-SENSING POLARIMETRY SYSTEM
Sunghoon Jang, New York City College of Technology of CUNY; Hong Li, New York City College of Technology of CUNY

Abstract
Current methods of monitoring blood glucose use invasive
technologies such as collecting blood samples. Development
of an accurate non-invasive method will present a great advantage over current methods. Our research group developed
a non-invasive glucose-sensing polarimetry system within
physiologic glucose levels by applying advanced optoelectronics technology. The authors of this study demonstrated accurate results with the system presented here. In a
previous study, the authors were successful in detecting the
optical rotation of in-vivo and ex-vivo glucose concentrations within the physiologic range of 0-500 mg/dl due to a
highly sensitive and stable closed-loop polarimetry system.
Although preliminary results from this system were successfully demonstrated by the authors in a previous study, the
complication of a closed-loop system creates issues for future applications because it will require more components
and it is more difficult to design and analyze the system. The
authors introduce here a new, simplified open-loop noninvasive glucose-sensing polarimetry system. Theories of the
proposed method are introduced and preliminary results are
demonstrated. This study investigated the development of an
open-loop optical glucose-sensing system that used a simpler
method to distinguish blood glucose levels within this
physiologic range by using the aqueous humor of the eye.
This is because it has extremely fast response and recovery
profiles without significant delay, when compared with glucose concentrations in blood plasma. The results demonstrate that not only is this non-invasive glucose-sensing detector capable of monitoring glucose accurately enough to
satisfy medical-use criteria, but is also capable of employing
a more simplified method than existing conventional closedloop optical glucose-sensing technologies.

Introduction
Diabetes mellitus is a serious disease when the human
body does not produce or properly use insulin. It has been
one of the major health problems in society. Often, diabetes
can lead to many serious medical problems including blindness, kidney disease, nerve disease, limb amputations, and
cardiovascular disease (CVD). According to the American
Diabetes Association, the estimated cost of diabetes-related
health care in the United States is approximately $91.8 billion, annually, including $23.2 billion in direct medical
costs [1]. The recent studies [2] of multi-center National
Institute of Health (NIH) [2] indicated that the health risks
associated with diabetes are significantly reduced when
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blood glucose levels are properly and frequently controlled
[3]. It is clearly indicated that it is prudent to measure blood
glucose as often as five or six times a day. Thus, it is very
important that proper monitoring should be done by diabetics at home or at work [4] [5]. At present, all existing methods of home blood-glucose monitoring require obtaining a
blood sample by pricking a fingertip with a needle. This
method strongly discourages patients’ compliance, and has
serious drawbacks because of its associated pain,
inconvenience, and invasive nature [6].
A non-invasive method of monitoring blood glucose
would present major advantages over current methods using invasive technologies. The authors attempted to develop and demonstrate accurate results with a non-invasive
closed-loop optical-glucose system, within the physiologic
glucose range of 0-500 mg/dl. The proposed open-loop
glucose-sensing opto-electronic system used in this study
also needed to be capable of monitoring very low glucose
levels with the accuracy and precision that would satisfy
medical-use criteria; this method is also expected to be fast
and simple. The cost of the proposed testing device would
be significantly lower than for existing methods because
only a monitor with an optical sensor would be required,
and the high monthly expense of testing strips would be
avoided. In addition, patient acceptance for this methodology was expected to be high, due to its non-invasive nature,
and the fact that it would be a simple and safe testing procedure.
There has been an increased demand for continuous, noninvasive glucose-monitoring techniques [7], due to the increasing number of people diagnosed with diabetes and the
recognition of the fact that the long-term outcome of these
patients can be dramatically improved by a careful, frequent
and accurate glucose-monitoring method with control. In a
previous study [8] [9] [22], the authors reviewed several of
the newest, minimally invasive and non-invasive glucosemonitoring technologies under development or recently introduced. These include near infrared spectroscopy (NIR)
[10], mid infrared spectroscopy (MIR) [11], radio wave impedance, optical rotation of polarized light [11], fluid extraction from the skin [12], and glucose-sensing contact lenses
with fluorescence detection [11]. Although recent advances
in basic research and clinical applications in non-invasive
optical glucose monitoring are very encouraging for the future of this field, none of the attempts with non-invasive
optical glucose-sensing techniques have resulted thus far in
the development of a sensor, which allows monitoring of
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glucose with sufficient accuracy and precision [7], [23].
Therefore, it is necessary to develop a new technique to satisfy criteria such as accuracy, low cost, simplicity in sampling and testing, portability, and safety.

lated by the action of the modulating optical chopper such
that φ = φ c cos ω c t . Then, equation (1) becomes,

E 2 = E sin(θ + φc cosωc t ) xˆ + E cos(θ + φc cosωc t ) yˆ
When θ = 0 and φ c is small ,

E 2 ≅ E sin(φc cosωc t )xˆ + Eyˆ

Theory and Plan of Study
The first precision optical polarimeter using the Faraday
effect was introduced by Gilham [13], [14] in 1957. Rabinovitch and March [15] introduced the concept of using the
aqueous humor glucose as a detector of the blood glucose
concentration by measuring the polarization rotation. Subsequently, Cote, Northrop, and Fox [16], [17] developed a true
phase optical-glucose sensor to monitor glucose concentration. In 1997, Jang and Fox [18], [19] demonstrated that a
closed-loop polarimeter could be realized with a single
Faraday rotator.
In previous studies [18], [19], the authors introduced new,
simplified non-invasive glucose-sensing polarimetry
technology by introducing theories and demonstrating
preliminary results. Conventional optical glucose sensors
[7], [11], [20], [21] are very complicated in systemic design
and performance because they adopted outdated closed-loop
systems, which are inefficiently designed and implemented
using additional optical components and electronic devices
including a beam splitter, photo detectors, polarizers,
Faraday modulators, and lock-in amplifier with additional
analyzing devices. In this study, the authors attempted to
investigate and develop the open loop-optical glucosesensing system due to its simplicity for achieving higher
accuracy and stability, while ensuring system sensitivity.
The optical rotation due to the glucose cell will be
proportional to the concentration of the glucose and the path
length of the cell. The entire system sensitivity can be
controlled by changing the gain constant of the lock-in
amplifier.
Figure 1 shows a basic open-loop polarimetry system. The
linearly polarized wave is emerging from the first polarizer,
where θ represents the axis of the first polarizer. x̂ is the
horizontal component of θ and ŷ is the vertical component
of θ. The linear polarization of the interrogating beam is
modulated by the optical chopper, which replaced the Faraday modulator used in previous research, and is then transmitted through a glucose cell, second polarizer, photo detector, and lock-in amplifier, respectively. As illustrated in Figure 1, the linearly polarized wave emerging from the first
polarizer, can be represented as the following vector equation,
(1)
E1 = E sinθ xˆ + E cosθ yˆ
The linear polarization of the interrogating beam is modu-

(2)

φc

E1

E2

φc + ∆
E3

Laser
P1

Optical
Chopper

(3)

Glucose
cell

P2

E4

Photo
Detector

Figure 1. Block diagram of an open-loop glucose polarimetry
system including glucose cell with first polarizer (P1) and second polarizer (P2)

The ‘x’ component of the electric field can be expanded to
yield,
(4)
E x ≈ Eφc cos ω c t
The frequency-doubling effect for crossed polarizers, where
the axis of the second polarizer is at a right angle with respect to the axis of first polarizer, can be demonstrated by
the following development, since optical detectors are sensitive to the intensity of light
1
2
2
2
I x = Ex ≅ Eφc cosωct = E2φc cos2 ωct = E2φc2 (1+ cos2ωct) (5)
2
The change ‘∆’ in linear polarization due to the optical rotation effect is
E 3 = E sin(∆ + φ c cos ω c t ) xˆ + E cos(∆ + φ c cos ω c t ) yˆ (6)
It was found that the detected intensity will be
I x = Ex

2

≈ E( ∆ + φ c cos ω c t

2

= E 2 (φ c cos 2 ω c t + 2∆φ c cos ω c t + ∆2 )
2

(7)

⎡1 2
⎤
≈ E 2 ⎢ φ c (1 + cos 2ω c t ) + 2∆φ c cos ω c t + ∆2 ⎥
⎣2
⎦
2
≈ E 2∆φ c cos ω c t
for small ∆, φ c

where:

φc = optical rotation due to the optical chopper
∆ = additional optical rotation due to the
glucose cell

If a lock-in amplifier is connected to the output of the
photo diode detector with a reference frequency ωc, its DC
output is
(8)
VL = LE 2 ∆φ c
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where L is the gain constant of the lock-in amplifier and ∆
directly contains information about the optical rotation due
to the glucose molecule in the cell. From the above equation,
we can conclude that the DC level of the lock-in amplifier in
our open-loop optical-glucose sensing system will be dependent on the gain constant of the lock-in amplifier, intensity of the optical signal, and the optical rotations due to the
optical chopper and the glucose medium. If we set all parameters as constant, other than the glucose medium, the
system can detect the variance of DC levels due to optical
rotation, which is proportional to the concentration of the
glucose molecule in the medium.
The theoretical response from the lock-in amplifier as a
function of the angle between the two polarizers is represented graphically in Figure 2. It was found that this openloop polarimetry system worked efficiently when close to a
45° angle between the two polarizers. A key point is that the
rotation change ∆, which is indicative of glucose concentration, is now modulated at the Faraday frequency for coherent
detection.

HeNe Laser

P1

FM

Glucose Cell P2

Audio Amp.
Signal Generator
Oscilloscope

PD

HPF
Lock-in
Amp.

Electronics

Figure 3. Block diagram of a designed and implemented closedloop glucose-sensing polarimetry system: P1 and P2 are polarizers; FM is a Faraday Modulator; the glucose cell contains various glucose solutions within the physiologic range; PD is the
photo diode detector; HPF is the high-pass filter

Vout ∝ cos2 θ12
Vo
Region A:

θ12

Vout DC ∝ ∆ due to

optical rotation of glucose molecule (change in DC offset).

θ

θi
Figure 2. Graphical representation showing how the output
from the lock-in amplifier depends on the angle (θ12) between
the two polarizers in Figure 1.

Methodology and Results
The main components of the closed-loop optical glucose
sensor using the optical rotation of the glucose molecule are
illustrated in Figure 3. A HeNe laser (approximately 1mW
effective output after the first polarizer, 633 nm), and a first
polarizer were used to provide linearly polarized light. The
light was then passed through a Faraday modulator driven at
about 1.2 kHz for the modulation of the polarization vector
and detected by a photo diode detector after controlling its
intensity by a second polarizer, which is called an analyzer.
The lock-in amplifier provided an output signal, which is a
DC voltage proportional to the amplitude of the 1.2 kHz
present in the detected signal from the photo detector and
then fed back to the Faraday modulator to close the loop.
This dc output voltage is fully monitored and recorded by an
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oscilloscope, and a single Faraday modulator was used as a
modulator and compensator to provide modulation and feedback compensation combined within the system. Therefore,
the lock-in amplifier provided phase and frequency-locked
detection of the 1.2 kHz component, which itself was proportional to the net rotation between the two polarizers positioned at 45° to each other. The optical rotation due to the
glucose cell, with a path length of one centimeter, is proportional to the concentration of the glucose and the path length
of the cell. Thus, sensitivity of the entire system can be controlled by changing the gain constant of the lock-in amplifier.

The closed-loop system was first calibrated by measuring
the DC output signal from the lock-in amplifier, while applying various modulating frequencies in order to find the
best fit for the current glucose-sensing system. The data
shown in Figure 4 (a) was obtained from the DC output of
the lock-in amplifier by changing the angle of the second
polarizer. It was found that the system sensitivity was
37.01V/°, which means that every 10 millidegree of rotation
gives about 370.1 mV DC offset. Since a practical glucose
meter would need to detect a few millidegrees [22] of rotation, this system had a significant sensitivity. Figure 4 (b)
shows a calibration run using the closed-loop system with a
glucose cell containing dextrose-glucose in concentrations of
0, 100, 200, 300, and 500 mg/dl within the physiologic
range. These data sets were obtained by using a single cell
that was refilled with various glucose concentrations at each
measurement. The averaged set of data from Figure 4 (b)
was plotted after taking 10 measurements for each concentration to minimize errors due to the one-centimeter length
of the glucose cell. The linear regression shown in Figure 4
(b) yielded –5.725 – 0.006 [glucose], which indicates that
for every 18.5 millidegree/(100 mg/dl), the dextrose-glucose
molecule contributes about 0.2 millidegree of optical rotation to the system.
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The authors successfully demonstrated accurate results
with the previously-designed non-invasive closed-loop polarimetry glucose-sensing system within physiologic glucose
levels. This study also attempted to investigate and develop
an optical glucose-sensing system, in order to achieve higher
accuracy and ensure sensitivity with a simpler method using
the open-loop glucose-sensing polarimetry system shown in
Figure 5 by applying advanced opto-electronics technology.

Figure 4-a. Plot of the DC output from the lock-in amplifier
(LIA) as a function of the second polarizer rotation in the
closed-loop optical-glucose system illustrated in Figure 3

Figure 4-b. Plot of the waveforms includes DC output from the
lock-in amplifier (LIA) against glucose concentration in the
closed-loop glucose sensor
HeNe Laser

P1

CH Glucose Cell P2

Chopper Driver

PD

Lock-in
Amp. (LIA)

The data shown in Figures 6-a to 6-i were obtained from
the DC output of the lock-in amplifier with the angular orientation of the second polarizer. Various gains were also
applied in order to calibrate system sensitivity and stability.
Then, the system sensitivity was measured by monitoring the
DC output of the lock-in amplifier using a fit of the data
as shown in Figure 6-j. It was found that the system sensitivity was 6.442 V/°, which means that every 10 millidegree of
rotation gives about 64.42 mV DC offset output. This sensitivity would be enough to detect a few millidegrees of rotation for a glucose molecule.
Although the system sensitivity was lower than the previously developed closed-loop glucose-sensing polarimetry
system, the authors are confident and optimistic about this
new open-loop system because the system sensitivity can be
improved by a factor of 10 without encountering major problems. From previous experience, the optical rotation of the
glucose molecule was observed within the physiologic range
at the system sensitivity, 370.1 mV DC offset for every 10
millidegree analyzing the polarizer rotation. Due to the fact
that an absolutely dark room was not available for testing
this system, there were certain levels of interfering optical
noise involved in the current study. To improve system sensitivity and stability, future measurements will be made in an
absolute dark room.

Oscilloscope

Figure 6-a

Figure 5. Block diagram and actual system of a designed and
implemented open-loop polarimetry glucose sensor: CH is an
optical signal chopper

The general configuration of the system presented in Figure 7 is similar to the previous setup; however, the authors
added an ex-vivo goat eye or an artificial eye to the system
in order to detect penetrating light through the anterior
chamber of the eye filled with aqueous humor. Also, the
measured VDC output depends on the glucose concentration,
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Figure 6-b

Figure 6-f

Figure 6-c

Figure 6-g

Figure 6-d

Figure 6-h

Figure 6-e

Figure 6-i

which can be detected by the lock-in amplifier. The system
analysis with an ex-vivo goat eye or artificial eye will be
completed in a future study. In this present study, the authors

have presented a simplified, non-invasive glucose-sensing
polarimetry system by presenting theories and demonstrating
preliminary results. In a follow-up study, the authors hope to
achieve the intrinsic optical rotatory effect using conven-
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tional optical rotation in the presence of ex vivo living tissue
or an artificial eye.

reliable, accurate, and compact non-invasive glucose sensor
for diabetic patients in the near future.
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A SERVICE-LEARNING APPROACH IN A BASIC
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CLASS
Fei Wang, California State University-Long Beach

Abstract
In this study, the author revised a basic electronic circuits
course (EE330: Analog Circuit I) into a service-learning
course with community engagement. The revised EE330
course required students to: 1) give a seminar to local highschool students on electronics topics, and 2) collaborate with
local high-school students on a final project. The immediate
goal of this re-design was to improve the communication
skills of engineering students with a non-technical audience,
and promote the awareness of engineering among future
college candidates. Effectiveness of the service-learning
approach was assessed through a variety of methods, including comprehensive reports and reflection responses from
students, analysis of students’ performance on key final
exam problems, as well as surveys of high-school students
and teachers. Reflection responses from college students
indicated that the service-learning component enhanced their
ability to communicate with a non-technical audience. It was
also observed that students from the service-learning session
outperformed the students from the regular session on design
and complicated analysis problems. The majority of surveys
from high-school students indicated that this activity stimulated their interest in choosing engineering as a college major in the future. It was also observed that female students
showed less enthusiasm in technical topics when compared
with their male colleagues, which suggests the needs for
attention to gender differences in engineering education.

Introduction
Engineering educators are more and more aware that it is
no longer acceptable to separate the teaching of engineering
techniques from the social context necessary for a person to
effectively contribute to society. Modern engineers must
work and think both technically and socially, which requires
them to acquire not only the knowledge of technology, but
also the ability to communicate values and facts related to
technology, mostly to audiences outside of engineering [1][2]
Nowadays, the service-learning method has been widely
implemented in many disciplines. The specific methods may
vary from project-based service [3], teaching-based service
[4] and research-based service [5]. In general, when designing a pedagogy containing service learning, four basic principles need special attention. They are engagement, reflec-

tion, reciprocity and public dissemination. The engagement
principle ensures that the service component meets a public
good, which requires negotiation between university and
community partners through outreach programs. The reflection component is especially necessary for the student to
understand what they actually learn from the course.
Whether the service is actually learning or not depends on
whether the activity can encourage students to link their service experience to course content and to reflect upon the
importance of the service. Reciprocity ensures that the students and the community teach and learn from one another.
Public dissemination is basically the product of the service,
which needs to be presented and delivered to the public.
While academic service learning usually provides community services, not all activities providing community services are considered service learning. Academic service
learning should aim for both service and, more importantly,
learning. Therefore, this study focused on the following criteria when designing the service-learning pedagogy.
• Relevant and Meaningful Service with the Community: This is the typical service component
needed to ensure that the service provided within
the community is relevant and meaningful to all
parties.
• Enhanced Academic Learning: This is the typical
learning component. The service provided must
help students to reflect on and assimilate the
knowledge they acquired in the course.
• Purposeful Civic Learning: This activity should intentionally prepare students for active civic participation in a diverse democratic society.
If any of these three criteria is missing, it is no longer a
service-learning practice, but some other form of community
engagement. Table 1 compares service learning with other
types of community engagement. A common weakness of
college students, especially engineering students, is an inability to communicate in non-technical terms with people
from different backgrounds. Therefore, developing a learning environment that gives them the opportunity to articulate
engineering problems or products in easy and organized
terms is extremely important. Based on the NSF’s survey of
recent college graduates, only half of all engineering/science
graduates enter engineering/science occupations after their
graduation [7]. A great number of them take positions like
technical marketing, sales, teaching or other related posi-
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tions. These positions require great communication skills to
non-technical audiences. Although engineering students receive basic communication training through general education courses required by ABET, they do not usually receive
the training in technical communication, which benefits
them directly. The service-learning pedagogy designed for
the EE330 course targeted this issue. Therefore, a teachingbased service-learning model was used. The community
partner in this study was a local high school serving mainly
minorities.
Table 1 Comparison of Types of Community Engagement [6]
Community
Service

Enhanced
Academic
Learning

Purposeful
Civic Learning

Volunteering

Yes

No

No

Internship

Yes

Yes

No

Service
Learning

Yes

Yes

Yes

From a community-service point of view, K-12 students
are provided an opportunity to get to know the engineering
world through this activity. They also come face-to-face
with electrical engineering students, who share their college
experience with them. This helps the K-12 students make
well-informed decisions when they need to choose a college
major in the future.
From the academic department’s point of view, this service-learning activity has the potential to recruit future students, who are really interested in electrical engineering.
This directly helps department enrollments, and indirectly
improves the quality of the program.

Curriculum Design
EE330-Analog Circuit I is a required course for Electrical
Engineering majors at California State University, Long
Beach. It is offered in both Fall and Spring semesters. Depending on the student enrollment, at least one session is
offered each semester. EE330 has both lecture and lab components, and students are required to work on hardware lab
experiments. The “required” nature and the offering frequency of this course ensures that all students graduating
from the Electrical Engineering department receive technical
communications practice.
The current curriculum of EE330 includes a review of linear electronic circuits, introduction to diodes, transistors and
operational amplifiers, and examination of their applications
in electronic circuits. Application topics include rectifiers,
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DC-DC converters, amplifiers, sensors and I-V converters.
During the course, students are expected to develop the ability to design and build circuits, troubleshoot them and explain the results. The addition of a service-learning component does not alter the learning objectives of the course; on
the contrary, it enhances student achievement of those objectives.
The service-learning component of EE330 requires students to give a seminar to local high-school students on topics related to the course and collaborate with them on a
hardware final project. Students are required to develop
their presentation strategies so that youths from high school
will understand. Topics selected for purposes of the seminars
should be chosen very carefully, so that they are not only
related to course content, but also relevant to everyday life in
order to attract the attention of the audience. The hardware
project, which is also the final project of the course, must
reflect one of the circuit applications covered in class. Instructors suggest a few topics, but students can also choose
their own topics given the instructor’s permission.
The specific learning objectives of EE330 include:
1. Students should be able to describe basic electron
transport phenomena, diode rectification, switching
and amplification of BJT and MOSFET transistors
and op-amp operation sufficiently well to convey
that understanding to audiences without an engineering background. This objective is assessed
through the service-learning presentation, reflection
discussion and service-learning final report.
2. Students should be able to draw schematics of diode bridge rectifiers, DC-DC converters and complete power supply. This objective is assessed
through exams and lab reports.
3. Students should be able to draw AC and DC
equivalent circuits of bipolar junction and fieldeffect-transistor circuits. This objective is assessed
through exams and lab reports.
4. Students should be able to mathematically analyze
transistor and diode circuits and solve for Q-points
using the MoHAT procedure. This objective is assessed through exams and lab reports.
5. Students should be able to design CS and CE amplifier circuits based on given design expectations.
This objective is assessed through exams and lab
reports.
6. Students should be able to synthesize the knowledge learned from lectures into a hardware circuit
design to perform certain applications. Students
should be able to troubleshoot and test their cir-
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7. Students should demonstrate civic engagement with
local communities to promote fundamental engineering knowledge through informal education
seminars. This objective is assessed through the
service-learning presentation, reflection discussion
and service-learning final report.
8. Students should demonstrate their ability to recognize different audiences and be able to design their
presentations accordingly. This objective is assessed through the service-learning presentation, reflection discussion and service-learning final report.
The specific requirements of the service-learning activities
include:
1. SERVICE-LEARNING PRESENTATION: Students are allowed to choose any topic that is related
to this course in order to design a seminar presentation for high-school students in grades 8-12. The
presentation is evaluated through feedback surveys
from 8-12 students and the PowerPoint slides of the
presentation.
2. SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECTS: Students are
required to collaborate with 8-12 students on a
hardware final project. Final projects must reflect
one of the circuit applications covered in class. Instructors may suggest topics, but students can also
choose their own topic given the instructor’s permission. Final projects should require 10-12 hours
of work. The final reports and seminar PowerPoint
slides will be shared with 8-12 schools for educational purposes.
3. REFLECTION DISCUSSION: The discussion board on
beachboard.com (a subsidy of blackboard.com designed
solely for CSU Long Beach) is used as a medium for
discussion. Students are required to respond to reflection questions posted by the instructor and share their
learning experience with peers through board postings.
At least three responses are required by the end of the
semester including one before the seminar presentation,
one after the seminar presentation and one during the
final project. Extra credit will be granted to students,
who actively participate in discussions.

Implementation
In the Fall 2008 semester, EE330 was offered as a servicelearning course. The Center of Community Engagement on
the Cal-State Long Beach campus was of tremendous help in
terms of identifying service-learning opportunities within the
Long Beach community. The New City School at Long
Beach expressed their interest during the initial contact with
the author of this study. Several campus visits to the New
City School were conducted to identify the feasibility for

setting up the equipment. A meeting with their science
teachers was conducted to coordinate the educational needs
of both parties and to negotiate an appropriate class schedule
of both parties.
During the first week, the instructor of EE330 conducted
an introductory lecture to the EE330 students about the educational benefits and the goals and requirements of the service-learning component. This lecture also covered technical
communication topics such as strategies to approach the
target audience, selection of topics/project, and design of a
presentation. Safety issues that students should be aware of
were also covered in the introductory lecture. Students were
expected to approach the community partner to make arrangements for the scheduling of their presentation and the
project.
Five groups—19 students—provided service to 8-grade
students in the New City School. The topics of their seminar
presentations ranged from interesting applications to basic
science. Some of them taught 8th-grade youths to measure
current, voltage and resistance using the digital multi-meter.
Some of them lectured on the behavior of diodes, transistors
and their applications. Some of them brought a microcontroller board to showcase how to control a toy car.
The selected final hardware projects included: Automatic
light control using a Schmitt Trigger built from an operational amplifier; a power-supply design including diode rectification and DC-DC converter; small signal amplifier design using a BJT transistor (2 groups selected this project);
light insolation meter using an operational amplifier as I-V
converter. The students designed, built and tested their circuits in the EE department’s laboratory before their community service. On-site at the high school, they re-built their
circuits with high-school students and characterized the circuits with them again. This way, the high-school students
were provided a hands-on experience on electronic hardware, which was expected to stimulate their interests in electrical-engineering topics.
Students were required to have reflection discussions before and after their service so that they could reflect on what
they learned during the service activities. The reflection
questions were posted on beachboard.com by the instructor.
Students responded to questions by adding threads to the
board. Sample questions posted by the instructor include:
1. What topic did you choose for this service and
why?
2. Discuss your experience about the service presentation, such as questions received, audience interest
and how you dealt with the non-technical audience.
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cuits. This objective is assessed through final project reports.
7. Students should demonstrate civic engagement with
local communities to promote fundamental engineering knowledge through informal education
seminars. This objective is assessed through the
service-learning presentation, reflection discussion
and service-learning final report.
8. Students should demonstrate their ability to recognize different audiences and be able to design their
presentations accordingly. This objective is assessed through the service-learning presentation, reflection discussion and service-learning final report.
The specific requirements of the service-learning activities
include:
1. SERVICE-LEARNING PRESENTATION: Students are allowed to choose any topic that is related
to this course in order to design a seminar presentation for high-school students in grades 8-12. The
presentation is evaluated through feedback surveys
from 8-12 students and the PowerPoint slides of the
presentation.
2. SERVICE-LEARNING PROJECTS: Students are
required to collaborate with 8-12 students on a
hardware final project. Final projects must reflect
one of the circuit applications covered in class. Instructors may suggest topics, but students can also
choose their own topic given the instructor’s permission. Final projects should require 10-12 hours
of work. The final reports and seminar PowerPoint
slides will be shared with 8-12 schools for educational purposes.
3. REFLECTION DISCUSSION: The discussion board on
beachboard.com (a subsidy of blackboard.com designed
solely for CSU Long Beach) is used as a medium for
discussion. Students are required to respond to reflection questions posted by the instructor and share their
learning experience with peers through board postings.
At least three responses are required by the end of the
semester including one before the seminar presentation,
one after the seminar presentation and one during the
final project. Extra credit will be granted to students,
who actively participate in discussions.

Implementation
In the Fall 2008 semester, EE330 was offered as a servicelearning course. The Center of Community Engagement on
the Cal-State Long Beach campus was of tremendous help in
terms of identifying service-learning opportunities within the
Long Beach community. The New City School at Long

Beach expressed their interest during the initial contact with
the author of this study. Several campus visits to the New
City School were conducted to identify the feasibility for
setting up the equipment. A meeting with their science
teachers was conducted to coordinate the educational needs
of both parties and to negotiate an appropriate class schedule
of both parties.
During the first week, the instructor of EE330 conducted
an introductory lecture to the EE330 students about the educational benefits and the goals and requirements of the service-learning component. This lecture also covered technical
communication topics such as strategies to approach the
target audience, selection of topics/project, and design of a
presentation. Safety issues that students should be aware of
were also covered in the introductory lecture. Students were
expected to approach the community partner to make arrangements for the scheduling of their presentation and the
project.
Five groups—19 students—provided service to 8-grade
students in the New City School. The topics of their seminar
presentations ranged from interesting applications to basic
science. Some of them taught 8th-grade youths to measure
current, voltage and resistance using the digital multi-meter.
Some of them lectured on the behavior of diodes, transistors
and their applications. Some of them brought a microcontroller board to showcase how to control a toy car.
The selected final hardware projects included: Automatic
light control using a Schmitt Trigger built from an operational amplifier; a power-supply design including diode rectification and DC-DC converter; small signal amplifier design using a BJT transistor (2 groups selected this project);
light insolation meter using an operational amplifier as I-V
converter. The students designed, built and tested their circuits in the EE department’s laboratory before their community service. On-site at the high school, they re-built their
circuits with high-school students and characterized the circuits with them again. This way, the high-school students
were provided a hands-on experience on electronic hardware, which was expected to stimulate their interests in electrical-engineering topics.
Students were required to have reflection discussions before and after their service so that they could reflect on what
they learned during the service activities. The reflection
questions were posted on beachboard.com by the instructor.
Students responded to questions by adding threads to the
board. Sample questions posted by the instructor include:
1. What topic did you choose for this service and
why?
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2. Discuss your experience about the service presentation, such as questions received, audience interest
and how you dealt with the non-technical audience.
3. If you had a chance to repeat this service, how
would you improve the effectiveness?
4. Give your opinion on electronics-related servicelearning topics and how you benefited from this
service.

Assessment
The assessment of this service-learning activity was conducted in three ways: 1) Students’ reflection responses were
collected and analyzed in order to assess the learning outcome regarding technical communication; 2) Students’ performance on key final-exam problems were analyzed and
compared with a control session in order to assess the effectiveness of the service-learning activity in terms of enhancing the learning of technical topics; and, 3) Surveys of highschool youths (mainly 8th graders) were collected and analyzed in order to assess the effectiveness of the servicelearning activity in terms of enhancing community’s awareness of engineering.
• Reflection Response
This is a qualitative assessment method. All reflection responses from students were collected, analyzed and summarized on key issues. It was found that most of the students
found it challenging to present the material to 8th-grade
youth. The main reason was that they had a hard time attracting the youths’ attention during the presentation. In addition, explaining concepts in non-technical terms was another thing they found to be challenging. The lesson they
learned from this service was that the design of a presentation is extremely important when facing a non-technical audience. Some of them said that if they were to do the seminar again, they would include more hands-on demonstrations
and more videos and pictures.
Those strategies attract the audience’s attention more effectively, and can help them better understand the topic.
Some of them mentioned taking control of the presentation
pace and using an active tone during the presentation, which
is also important. Regarding the learning outcome, most of
them responded positively. They stated that they have to
understand their project before they can explain it to others.
One of the groups also mentioned that the questions they
received during the service made them think about and improve the project. Another group stated that they remembered how “blind” they were when they got to choose a college major, and that they were glad that they could help others make informed choices. This comment indicated that the
students started to become aware of their responsibilities to
the community.
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• Performance on Key Problems
Students’ learning outcome on technical content was assessed quantitatively by comparing their performance on key
final-exam problems with those from a regular session.
When designing the two final exams, three identical key
problems were intentionally included for assessment purposes. The three key problems were: a transistor analysis for
dc and small signal analysis, a diode analysis problem for dc
Q-point analysis, and an op-amp design problem. To exclude
the psychological effects, these key problems were put in the
same order for both sessions, i.e., problem 1 was the transistor analysis, problem 2 was the diode analysis, and problem
3 was the op-amp design. Problems that were not for assessment purposes were included thereafter. The average
score of the assessment problems from both sessions are
summarized in Table 2.
It was observed that the students from the service-learning
session significantly out-performed the regular session students on design and transistor-analysis problems. This is
probably because a majority of the students from the servicelearning session chose final projects related to either the opamp design or amplifier design using a BJT. Although students from the regular session were required to do similar
projects, they still showed a weaker understanding on these
topics. This clearly suggests that the service-learning component did enhance the students’ learning outcome. While
seeking a way to explain their final projects to 8th-grade
youths, the students solidified their understanding on selected topics.
Table 2 Score comparison of key problems between servicelearning session and regular session

Service
Learning Session

Regular Session

Transistor
Analysis

71%

43%

Diode Analysis

61%

67%

Design using
Op-Amp

62%

34%

• Survey to High School
The impact of the service-learning activity on the local
community was assessed both quantitatively and qualitatively. The assessment surveys shown in Table 3 were distributed to 8th-grade audiences. Besides the numerical
measures, audiences were also provided room to provide
their comments and expectations on future presentations.
High-school teachers were also invited to provide their
qualitative comments on this activity.
Eighty copies of survey were distributed to the 8th-grade
audience, of which 59 were returned. Among those returned,
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30 were from males and 26 were from females; 3 others did
not specify their gender. Some returned surveys were partially completed (20 copies) with one or two un-answered
questions. The statistical results are presented in table 4.
Questions 1, 5 and 6 focused on assessing the effectiveness
of the service-learning activity in terms of improving highschool students’ awareness of the engineering field, i.e., the
audience’s interest in engineering topics and enthusiasm for
pursuing further study in this field. Questions 2, 3 and 4 focused on assessing the technical communication performance of college students.
From the statistical results shown in Table 4, it can be
concluded that the performance of college students turns out
to be positive. Their presentations gained positive responses
from the audience. Overall, they were able to convey the
topics they selected in non-technical terms. A significant
difference between male and female audiences on Questions
2, 3 and 4 was not observed. However, regarding the level of
interest in engineering topics and the enthusiasm for pursuing further study in engineering, the difference between male
and female audiences becomes significant. The male audience showed stronger interests and enthusiasm in engineering topics (Question 1- 4.65, Question 5- 4.1 and Question
6- 4.1) than female audience (Question 1- 3.75, Question 53.43 and Question 6- 3.2). These results tell us that, as educators, we need to pay more attention to the gender differences in engineering education.
Table 3 Assessment survey to 8th-grade audience

Strongly
Agree
Does the topic interest
you?
Is the presenter well
prepared?
Did the presenters provide interesting examples and/or demos that
helped you understand
the topic better?
Did the presenter try to
communicate with the
audience
in
nontechnical terms?
Are you willing to learn
more about Electronic
and Electrical Engineering after this seminar?
Will you consider Electrical Engineering as
your major in college?

Strongly
Disagree

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

5

4

3

2

1

The high-school teachers also gave positive feedback by
stating that their students showed more enthusiasm on science topics after this activity. They received requests from
multiple students about visiting the college of engineering at
CSU-Long Beach after our students gave the seminar presentation. Thus, a campus visit was arranged in the same semester. High-school youths visited our electronics and micro-fabrication lab as well as some computer-aided classrooms. During the visit, the authors received multiple questions regarding the instruments in our lab as well as the admission requirements to the electrical engineering department. Visitors expressed high enthusiasm for further involvement in these kinds of activities.
Table 4 Statistical results of the assessment survey

MALE
(30 responses)
Mean
STD
Question 1

FEMALE
(26 responses)
Mean
STD

4.65

0.48

3.75

1.15

4.6

0.73

4.81

0.39

4.42

0.94

4.6

0.61

4.53

0.82

3.94

1.03

Question 5

4.1

1.11

3.43

1.06

Question 6

4.1

1.14

3.2

1.47

(56 responses)

Question 2
(45 responses)

Question 3
Question 4
(41 responses)

Conclusion
An electronics core course (EE330-Analog Electronic Circuit I) was redesigned into a service-learning course in order
to improve engineering students’ ability to communicate
with non-technical audiences and simultaneously promote
engineering awareness among K-12 students. Students offered community service in the form of seminar presentations and project demonstrations to local high-school students. Assessment analysis show that: 1) all college students
stated that the service-learning activity improved their capability to communicate with non-technical audiences; 2) students from the service-learning session outperformed the
students from the regular session on key final exam problems, specifically on design and complicated analysis problems; 3) the majority of the surveys collected from highschool students indicated that they were interested in choosing engineering as their major in the future; 4) female highschool students showed less enthusiasm for engineering topics when compared with their male colleagues, which suggests the need for attention to gender differences in engineering education.
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TOOL CONDITION MONITORING SYSTEM IN
TURNING OPERATION UTILIZING WAVELET SIGNAL
PROCESSING AND MULTI-LEARNING ANNS
ALGORITHM METHODOLOGY
Samson S. Lee, Central Michigan University

Abstract
The present study shows the development of a tool condition monitoring (TCM) system utilizing signal decomposition techniques in an artificial neural networks (ANNs) system. The raw signals obtained from sensors under different
machining conditions were examined and reduced to multiple components. The most significant components of each
signal were implemented to develop tool-monitoring systems. Over 900 neural-networks structures were tested using
a multi-learning algorithm methodology to find an optimized
structure for the TCM system. This technique provided systematic test results of the extended number of possible ANN
structures with higher accuracy, when compared with the
traditional manual trial-and-error methodology. The ANNTCM system developed in this study showed 97% accuracy
from 151 test samples with the reject flank wear size of 0.2
mm or larger. The results demonstrated the successful development of a TCM system, which can be implemented as a
practical tool to reduce machine downtime associated with
tool changes and to minimize the number of scraps.

Introduction
The metal cutting process, which has played an important
role in modern manufacturing history, relied on highly
skilled labor until the mid-1950s, when automated machining was introduced to replace traditional labor, decrease production costs, increase productivity, and enhance product
quality [1]. Not long afterwards, the industry demanded another task from manufacturers. Products became more individualistic, varied, and complex to manufacture. Manufacturers needed new technologies and methods that would allow small-batch production to gain the economic advantages
of mass production [2]. The development of CIM (Computer-Integrated Manufacturing) and FMS (Flexible Manufacturing Systems) seemed to be ideal solutions for increasing machining flexibility in addition to flexibility in routing,
process, product, production, and expansion [3].
Although the combination of CIM and FMS technologies
showed great promise as a cost-effective solution to meet

new demands, CIM-FMS systems could not be implemented
until certain prerequisites were met. One major prerequisite
was uninterrupted machining to achieve maximum efficiency [4]. Deteriorating process conditions, such as tool
condition, often forces manufacturers to interrupt machining
processes in order to respond. Thus, developing an effective
means of monitoring machine conditions has become one of
the most important issues in the automation of the metalcutting process [5].
Among the many machine conditions requiring monitoring, tool wear is one of the most critical issues for ensuring
uninterrupted machining. An effective monitoring system
allows for effective tool-change strategies when tools deteriorate, and maintains proper cutting conditions throughout
the process [6]. If the monitoring system fails to detect the
true cutting-tool conditions, the cutting process could result
in poor surface quality, dimensional error, and even machine
failure [5]. Furthermore, a reliable tool-wear monitoring
system can reduce machine downtime caused by changing
the tool, thus leading to fewer process interruptions and
higher efficiency. The information obtained from the toolwear sensors can be used for several purposes, including the
establishment of a tool-change policy, economic optimization of the machining operation, on-line process manipulation to compensate for tool wear, and to some extent the
avoidance of catastrophic tool failure.

TCM Studies
The traditional process for predicting the life of a machine
tool involves Taylor’s equation for tool-life expediency:
VT n = C , where V is cutting speed, T is tool life based on
the amount flank wear, and n and C are coefficients [7]. This
equation has played an important role in machine-tool development [8]. Since advanced machining was introduced in
the mid-1900s, various methods to monitor tool wear have
been proposed, expanding the scope and complexity of Taylor’s equation. However, none of these extensions has been
applied universally, due to the complex nature of the machining process [9].
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Researchers have searched for reliable methods to monitor
tool wear. These methods represent an area of active research because tool condition strongly influences the surface
finish and dimensional integrity of the workpiece, as well as
vibration in the tool. More automated approaches were attempted using computer-numerical-control (CNC) technology. However, the CNC approach also has several obstacles
to widespread implementation such as the narrow learning
capability of CNC machines, limited flexibility of the CNC
controller, relatively large dynamic errors encountered in
CNC operations, sensor noises and variability between machines [10]. In spite of the recent introduction of open CNC
and STEP-NC for providing improved architectures, where
researchers can integrate sensor-signal management systems
and customized applications, studies show that it is still a
challenge to find proper sensor technologies and signalprocess techniques for tool-condition monitoring [11, 12].
Therefore, numerous sensor techniques were introduced and
tested in tool-wear-monitoring studies.
Tool-condition monitoring methods can be classified into
direct and indirect methods, depending on the source of signals collected by sensors. Direct methods sense tool conditions by direct measurement of the tool. Direct methods include optical, radioactive, and electrical resistance. Alternatively, indirect methods sense the tool condition by measuring secondary effects of the cutting process, such as acoustic
emission (AE), sound vibrations, spindle and feed-motor
current, cutting force, and machining vibration. Direct methods are beneficial because they take close readings directly
from the tool itself. By contrast, indirect methods must rely
on conditions other than the tool itself to judge the condition
of the tool. However, direct methods are limited because the
machining process must be interrupted to make the direct
measurements [13]. As a result, machine downtime increases, as do costs for tool condition monitoring.
Since indirect methods do not require access to the tool itself to measure the tool conditions, signals that indicate the
tool condition can be gathered in real time, while the machine is running. However, despite the benefits of on-line
measurement, indirect methods also have some disadvantages. Since the information (or signals) collected by indirect
sensors does not contain direct measurements of the tool
conditions, additional systems are required to correlate the
indirect measurements with its tool condition. Additionally,
indirect measurements are weakened by noise factors associated with the machining process. Noise factors tend to
weaken or totally eliminate relationships between the indirect information and actual tool conditions. Many studies
have sought to correlate indirect measurements with actual
tool conditions using statistical regression techniques [14],
fuzzy logic [1], artificial neural networks [15, 16, 17, 18,
19], and fuzzy-neural networks [10, 20]. In many of the
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studies, the relationships between indirect signals and tool
condition were weak because unknown factors and noise
factors diluted the signals collected by the indirect sensors
during machining.
Some studies attempted to eliminate or minimize noise
factors from the signals collected by indirect sensors. Wavelet transformation methods were used to remove noise factors from the information collected by the sensors [9, 21].
These studies showed that a wavelet transformation process
can increase the correlation between the reduced-noise signals and tool conditions [22]. However, these studies still did
not show the relationship between the signal components,
which were treated as noise factors, and tool conditions.
A limited number of sensors have been adopted in most
studies involving indirect sensing systems. The most widely
used indirect sensor is the dynamometer [6, 10, 23], which is
not practical because of its high cost and lack of overload
protection. The acoustic emission (AE) sensor is another
sensing technology that has been used in a number of studies
[24, 25], but it is also limited in its application due to its
noise integrity. Some studies adopted multi-sensor techniques to improve tool-condition monitoring systems [26,
27, 28]. By combining multiple sensing technologies, these
studies sought to develop more robust on-line TCM systems.

Experimental Setup
From the review of the past TCM studies, two costeffective sensor technologies, tri-axial accelerometer and
acoustic emission sensor, were employed in this study to
detect multiple-direction vibrations and the energy generated
from the interaction of tool and workpiece. The accelerometer was mounted under the shank holding the cutting tool
with the AE sensor mounted under the work piece. The signals detected by the accelerometer were amplified and transferred to an A/D converter with the signals from the AE sensor, simultaneously. The signals were stored to a computer
by a data-acquisition program (DaqView™ by IOtech),
which was also utilized to analyze the data. Carbide insert
tools (CNMG-432) with variable tool-wear amounts were
mounted in a CNC lathe to cut aluminum alloy work pieces
(AL 6061). Figure 1 shows the illustration of the experimental setup.

Experimental Design
The goal of this study was to develop a tool-condition monitoring system using three machining parameters (spindle
speed, feed rate, and depth of cut) and the signals detected
by the two sensors. To conduct the experiment, an experi-
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mental design was established. A full factorial design was

Table 1. Experimental Design
SP
FR

utilized for this experiment in order to examine the full
range of independent parameter combinations. A multilayered perceptron ANN model with a back-propagation learning algorithm was deployed based on the independent variables for input neurons. The independent variables utilized
in this study were: 3 spindle speeds (SP), 3 feed rates (FR), 3
depths of cut (DC), and signals captured during machining
(Si). Three insert tools with different amounts of flank wear
(0.010714 inch, 0.017857 inch, and 0.019643 inch) were
measured under a microscope before the machining process
began. The measured values were used as the outcome of the
developed TCM system.
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to each of the machining conditions, including machining
parameters and tool conditions. However, the raw signal
data restrain other machining effects including the effects of
machining parameters and machining environments. Therefore, it is necessary to reduce the raw signals into multiple
components and adopt only the significant components for
development of the TCM system.

TCM System Development

Among a number of signal-processing techniques, Daubechies wavelet was employed for its fairly quick calculation
results and simple programming structure under Matlab and
its Wavelet Toolbox environment. In this study, a D4 wavelet program was developed. In the past, wavelet transformation methodology has been used to eliminate the noise factors. In this study, however, components of noise factors and
significant responses to tool condition are indistinguishable.
In order to find the most significant component of tool condition, a series of statistical data analyses were performed.
Figure 2 shows an example of the reduction process. Table 2
shows the statistical analysis results of the components of
each signal. The analysis results show that component 6
(C6) of the x, y, and z direction vibrations and the original
raw signal of the AE sensor show stronger relationships to
tool condition than the others. This indicates that by utilizing
the raw signal of the AE sensor and the 6th component of the
vibration signal, obtained by wavelet reduction of the raw
vibration signals, a more accurate TCM system can be created.

Signal Decomposition Process

ANNs Structural Developments

A total of 270 data sets containing raw signals were obtained from the experiment. Since the traditional timedomain analysis does not provide a clear method for analyzing raw signal data due to the randomness of each of the data
points, numerous sets of conditions were tested. Among the
many characteristics, the adjusted mean values of each
membrane were employed to represent responses of sensors

Artificial neural networks provide an artificial means of
making some of the same kinds of decisions that a highly
skilled machine operator would make before, during, or after
the machining process [17]. Human operators learn to make
accurate judgments of tool conditions based on relationships

To test the flexibility of the newly developed TCM system, additional sets of machining parameters and conditions
were employed. These sets includes additional values for
spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and tool conditions
(0.007143 inch and 0.014285 inch), which are not used in
the analysis and system development. After the experimental
design, each cutting condition—including cutting conditions
from the flexible data set—were randomly reorganized before the machining was performed in order to eliminate any
systemic integration from the cutting conditions. Table 1a
shows the training data set employed in this study and Table
1b shows the flexible data set employed in this study.
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A novel method for finding the optimized ANN structure
for tool-condition monitoring is proposed in this study. In
order to avoid the problems of the traditional manual method
(inefficient, time consuming, and potential inaccuracy) to
build the ANN structure, a computer-assisted ANN-structure
search methodology was employed. The proposed methodology tests all possible structures with a simplified learning
process (quick-propagation) and short-training iteration,
providing fitness scores for each structure to allow focus on
a limited number of structures with higher scores and higher
possibilities of accurate explanation of the outcome. The
following is a discussion of the process of ANN-structure
construction and selection.
Figure 2. Example of signal reduction by wavelet transformation
Table 2. Correlation factors of tool wear and signal
Signal

Org

Cmp1

Cmp2

Cmp3

Cmp4

Cmp5

Cmp6

X

.0415

.0007

.0368

.0793

.2660

.2413

.5369

Y

.0958

.0136

.0266

.0288

.0727

.0753

.3618

Z

.0030

.0199

.0431

.0577

.1929

.2002

.5134

W

.1214

.0874

.0864

.0595

.0792

.0306

.0427

X: x-direction vibration, Y: y-direction vibration, Z: z-direction vibration,
W: AE signal, Org: original signal, Com1 – 6: signal components

observed during the machining process. As human operators
gain experience, their sensitivity to these relationships increases. More recent experience reinforces or adjusts the
patterns developed from prior experience. ANNs work in a
similar fashion, continually training themselves to accurately
judge tool conditions. By adjusting the weights among neural-network nodes until the number of test errors falls to an
acceptable level, the nonlinear relationships among the factors and tool condition are updated and tested.
Determining the network’s structure (the number of hidden layers and nodes of each layer) that performs best is one
of the biggest challenges in the process of developing
ANNs. Many machining-tool studies tested only a limited
number of cases by trial-and-error in order to determine the
appropriate structure [15, 26]. Investigating a limited number of cases of the ANN structure often leads to a low probability of obtaining the best-performing system with the
available data. In addition, in a trial-and-error methodology,
the researcher has to spend a great amount of time modifying the ANNs structure, including the numbers of hidden
layers and nodes; and, each structure must be trained until
the test results are valid. As a result, this method requires a
great deal of time in order to optimize the network training
time and output results [29].
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For the input layer of an ANN-based TCM system, three
machining parameters (spindle speed, feed rate, and depth of
cut), three accelerometer signals (three direction vibrations),
and acoustic emission (AE) sensor signals were employed.
The output layer has one node (the amount of flank wear of
the tool used in each cutting condition). For the accelerometer and AE signals, the best signal components of each signal
were utilized since they exhibited a closer relationship with
tool conditions than raw signals. In order to utilize the data
in ANNs training, a preprocessing of the data is required to
give equal initial weights for the input layer. All input layer
node data (machining conditions and sensor signals) were
transformed into the range between -1 and 1, and the output
node (the amount of flank wear) was transformed into the
range between 0 and 1 (normalization).
After the preprocessing, the best-performing ANN structure was determined using a computer-assisted neuralnetworks-structure search method. This methodology verifies the performance of all possible structures systematically,
based on the criteria of interest. In this study, the number of
hidden layers was limited to one and two (both cases were
tested), and the number of nodes per hidden layer was limited to thirty, due to the limitations in available computing
power. Therefore, the number of possible structures for the
ANN system is 930. Each of these possible structures was
tested and scored based on its fitness to the tool conditions.
During the test, a simplified learning algorithm (quickpropagation) was utilized to shorten the learning time with a
limited number of iterations. Table 3 shows the top 25 ANN
structures selected by the process, based on the fitness scores
of each. The results show that the structure with two hidden
layers had a better performance fitness compared with the
single hidden-layer structure. An irregular relationship between the degree of fitness and the structure of ANN systems (the number of nodes in each hidden layer) was also
observed. From the test results, the top 22 structures (all
with a fitness score of 400 or more) were studied further to
determine the best fit for the TCM system.
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Table 3. Summary of the top 25 ANN structures
ID

Number of
Architecture*
weight

Fitness
score

Train
error

236

7-14-8-1

409

448.703

0.00332

195

7-29-6-1

767

431.531

0.00298

101

7-19-3-1

444

427.816

0.00312

738

7-12-26-1

605

425.111

0.00344

598

7-12-21-1

535

425.080

0.00328

852

7-14-30-1

761

423.547

0.00323

242

7-20-8-1

577

422.291

0.00336

327

7-21-11-1

674

421.018

0.00325

851

7-13-30-1

711

418.271

0.00338

351

7-17-12-1

569

411.719

0.00342

138

7-28-4-1

681

411.177

0.00300

272

7-22-9-1

657

410.725

0.00348

739

7-13-26-1

651

405.973

0.00359

239

7-17-8-1

493

404.659

0.00318

111

7-29-3-1

674

404.409

0.00345

189

7-23-6-1

611

402.797

0.00368

269

7-19-9-1

570

401.746

0.00376

150

7-12-5-1

311

401.460

0.00347

271

7-21-9-1

628

401.443

0.00326

245

7-23-8-1

661

401.366

0.00318

580

7-22-20-1

921

401.267

0.00345

267

7-17-9-1

512

401.249

0.00341

737

7-11-26-1

559

399.767

0.00366

222

7-28-7-1

771

396.488

0.00340

214

7-20-7-1

555

394.358

0.00324

* Input Layer – Hidden Layer 1 – Hidden Layer 2 – Output Layer

A new series of neural-networks training was performed
with the top 22 ANN structures. A total of 405 data sets
were used as training data, including three spindle speeds,
feed rates, and depths of cut, with five tool conditions. A
back-propagation learning algorithm was utilized as the network learning algorithm for an in-depth learning process.
Learning rates and momentum values for each neural network were arranged by the negotiation of the speed of convergence and the prevention of divergence during the training. The number of iterations for training was set at 50,000
and each structure was run four times. This setup routine
helped to ensure that the learning results avoid a local solution, which is a false response of neural networks during the
process of node-weight adjustment during training.
During the training iterations, the convergence of the system was checked by monitoring the system training error,
error improvement, and error distribution. Figure 3 shows an
example of training and its monitoring process. The test results show the successful convergence of all 22 network
systems with high R-squared scores, which indicates fitting
level between the neural-networks outcomes and the expected outcomes. The score range was between 0.831101
(networks ID: 150) and 0.996173 (networks ID: 245), which
indicated that the tool conditions used in the training procedures can be explained by the input variables up to 99.61%.
However, the results could be from the learning characteristic of neural networks and does not always indicate the prediction capability of the network structures. Therefore, the
prediction capability of the networks’ structures was tested
with the test data set, which was not used in the process of
training. The 22 network systems were able to explain the
test data set with an accuracy range between 73.65% (network 150) and 87.78% (network 245). From its higher accuracy, network 245 (7-23-8-1) was nominated as the best

structure for the ANN-based TCM system in this study.

Figure 3. Summary of the training results of network 245 (Correlation: 0.99813, Training time: 0:50:50)
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Results and Conclusion

[9]

With the selected ANN structure, a test was performed
based on the criterion of detecting the rejecting tool condition (0.00787 inch [0.2 mm] or bigger), which could practically be adopted as a “STOP-GO” tool in the real manufacturing environment. The developed ANN-based TCM system successfully predicted 146 tests out of a total of 151.
From the 62 “sharp tool” tests, five samples were predicted
as a “worn tool” (Type II error). Within the 89 “worn tool”
tests, zero samples were predicted as a “sharp tool” (Type I
error). Overall, the developed ANN-based prediction model
can identify the tool condition with 97% accuracy.

[10]

In subsequent studies, enlarging the number of machining
parameters, tool conditions, types of insert tool, and different
work-piece materials is recommended for more variable
machining conditions. Increased numbers of hidden layers
and nodes of ANN systems is also recommended with higher
computational power.

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
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A PROCESS FOR SYNTHESIZING BANDLIMITED
CHAOTIC WAVEFORMS FOR DIGITAL
SIGNAL TRANSMISSION
Chance M. Glenn, Sr., Rochester Institute of Technology

Abstract

heat. This wasted power translates into increased transmitter
power requirements and faster battery drain.

In the development of a chaotic oscillator technology to
produce high-quality communication signals, the authors
found a novel method for limiting the out-of-band spectral
power from chaotic oscillators. This development is an important breakthrough that has allowed the authors to make a
major step toward a commercially viable technology.

In this study, development efforts to produce a commercially viable chaotic oscillator technology yielded a particularly simple and effective way to limit the out-of-band radiation from a chaotic oscillator. This method caused the oscillator itself to produce a signal with bandwidth-constrained
signal power and, thus, there was no need for a filter or
waste of power. In doing so, the authors applied a principle
that may be used for more general signal shaping or spectral
shaping.

Introduction
In a practical wireless communication system, the signal
transmitted from the antenna must be limited to a finite
range of frequencies. Such signals are known as bandlimited
signals; or, if the range of frequencies does not include dcwhere the frequency equals 0 Hz—they are called passband
signals. Typically, passband signals are bandlimited signals
that occupy a small percentage of bandwidth about a center
or carrier frequency. Multiple signals can then be transmitted
by using passbands that do not overlap, then separating the
signals at the receivers by filtering all but the passband of
interest. This method of sending multiple signals, known as
frequency-division multiplexing, is the basis for many multiple-user systems in use today. When many users can access
a system on either a fixed- or flexible-frequency division
plan, the method is known as frequency-division multiple
access. Although some methods such as code division multiple access, or CDMA, do not rely upon frequency division
for signal separation, the signals are still limited to a passband defined by the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) [1].
If the signals generated by chaotic systems are to be used
in commercially viable systems, the transmitted signal must
be bandlimited in some way. One obvious and often-used
way to do this is to generate a signal that has considerable
out-of-band spectral power, and then filter the signal to remove most of the power that lies outside of the desired frequency band. This method is, however, costly in many ways.
Filters that effectively remove out-of-band energy, while
passing the signal in-band with minimal distortion, are expensive and generally have a large footprint. The power outside of the band is also wasted, and must be dissipated as
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The idea behind this bandlimited–chaotic-oscillation
(BCO) synthesis method was based on the segment-hopping
method of oscillator control [2]. In segment hopping, a digital source produces an analog waveform that is used to guide
the transmit oscillator. The guide signal is an analog copy of
a signal that could be produced by the transmit oscillator
itself, except that it follows a pre-defined symbol sequence
that contains the digital information being transmitted. In
this scheme, the transmit oscillator is acting as an amplifier
for the guide signal, because the output of the transmitter can
be much higher in power than the power drawn from the
guide source.

Synthesis and Analysis
A prototypical chaotic oscillator used to produce signals
useful for digital communication is the Lorenz system [3]. It
was the oscillator first used by Hayes [4] to introduce the
notion of controlling symbolic dynamics, a process to encode digital information in the oscillations of a chaotic system. The Lorenz system is described by a three-dimensional
system of equations having the form:

x& = σy − σx
y& = ρx − y − xz

(1)

z& = xy − β z

where s, r and b are parameters that Lorenz orignally set to
10, 28, and 8/3, respectively. The state-space attractor
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defined by these equations takes on a double-lobed structure,
which lends itself nicely to a binary-symbol partition. Figure
1 is an example of a two-dimensional projection of the
solutions of the Lorenz equations, showing state-variables x
and y. Two Poincaré surfaces are placed in positions
piercing the focal points and extending outward beyond the
boundaries of attractor.
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Figure 2. Time-dependent solution of the Lorenz equations for state coordinate x(t)
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The following mathematical model works extremely well:

x

x& = σy − σx
y& = ρx − y − xz + ( y[n; t ] − y )R
z& = xy − β z

Figure 1. Two-dimensional projection of the solutions
to the Lorenz equations showing state coordinates x
and y and the binary partitioning of the state-space

The time-varying state-variable, x(t), is a bipolar waveform well-suited for baseband transmission of digital information. Figure 2 is an example of the waveform in its generalized time coordinates, and Figure 3 is a plot of the frequency content of this signal with respect to its average cycle frequency. The average cycle frequency is the reciprocal of the average cycle time. The cycle time is defined as
the time it takes a point on the attractor to travel from one
Poincaré surface to the other, or back to itself. The average
cycle time is the mean time, in seconds, calculated by integrating the system with a fixed integration step and collecting thousands of surface crossings. Tavg was found to be
about 1.7 seconds, with a variance of about 1.8 seconds.

(2)

Here, R is a coupling factor. This method works well from
the standpoint of simplicity and ultimately from a circuitrealization perspective. There have been circuit realizations
proposed for the Lorenz equations [6]. In such circuits this
coupling method is simply a resistive feed of a voltage
across, or current into, a single arm.
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Figure 4 is a block diagram of the implementation of a
bandlimited chaotic signal source. A binary sequence is fed
into a discrete-time, bandlimited, segment-hopping source.
This source will be described in the next section. The output
signal, y[n;t], is a sampled waveform used as a guide signal
to synchronize a continuous-time Lorenz oscillator to it. A
single state-variable synchronization method is used to lock
the oscillator to the dynamics and, thus, to the embedded
digital sequence of the guide signal.
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Since Pecora and Carroll first introduced the concept of
synchronization of chaotic oscillator circuits [5], many
methods have been developed and realized.

Figure 3. Frequency content of the state coordinate x(t) with respect to the average cycle
frequency
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Bandlimited
segmenthopping
source

y[n;t]
synchronization

x(t)
10001100001010…

binary sequence

Continuous-time
Lorenz Oscillator

y(t)
z(t)

Figure 4. Block diagram of the implementation of a
bandlimited digital signal synthesizer

Segment Hopping
Refer to the synthesis of the guide signal, y[n;t]. Two new
concepts are introduced here.
1.
2.

Continuous, digitally-encoded chaos waveforms
can be generated by piecing together the proper
signal segments.
These segments can be bandlimited prior to storage,
and can impress their characteristics upon a continuous-time oscillator via synchronization.

The sequencing of stored segments in memory in some
pre-defined order is commonly used in arbitrary waveform
synthesis. What is new and not obvious about segment hopping is that an arbitrary controlled trajectory of a deterministic dynamic system can be generated, even though the system produces continuous and non-repeating trajectories in
state space under the action of deterministic differential equations. Furthermore, this signal can be made to carry an arbitrary sequence of digital symbols representing encoded data.
Thus, the difference between this method and arbitrary
waveform synthesis is that this method allows for the production of a signal carrying arbitrary data that appears to
have been produced by the action of differential equations.
This is achieved by putting out segments that follow the desired symbol sequence, while satisfying the grammar of the
oscillator. The theoretical basis for this method of signal
synthesis is the idea from ergodic theory that chaos can be
approximated to an arbitrary degree of accuracy by completely deterministic mappings in state space intermediated
by completely random choices [7].
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For example, in an 8-bit encoding there are 256 signal
pieces, or segments, that can be put together to form any
desired binary-symbol sequence. The segments are assigned
numbers from 0 to 255 according to the bit sequence they
initiate. In a physical implementation, a segment-hopping
system can be stored in a static memory device such as a
ROM or EPROM and clocked out according to the input bitsequence. A more detailed description of the segmenthopping process will be published shortly. In the following
section, the authors consider a complete computer model of
the BCO synthesis method.

Computer Model Results
The first, important step was to determine the amount of
bandlimiting that can be achieved. Any amount of filtering
will cause some distortion to the waveforms. It was then
important that the binary encoding remain preserved, and
that the guide signal remain capable of synchronizing the
continuous-time oscillator. Given the determination of the
average cycle time, Tavg, as stated earlier, a smooth, low-pass
filter was applied to the Lorenz oscillations having a cutofffrequency of twice the average bit rate. With the filtering
applied, segments were stored that source the appropriate 8bit symbol sequences. Figures 5 and 6 show the filter characteristics and the response of the frequency spectra and the
resultant attractor.
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Figure 5. The result of the low-pass filtering of the
state variable of x(t)

The filtering was applied to all three state coordinates in
order to produce a new attractor. It was with this new attractor that the symbolic dynamics of the system were determined and the associated segments produced.
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Figure 7. Typical Lorenz oscillation producing
the binary sequence:
B = 11001101100010101111000110101100011
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Even though only one state-coordinate was used as a guide
signal, namely y, the entire attractor had to be transformed in
order to synthesize the segments needed for segmenthopping control.
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Figure 8. Frequency spectra of x(t) from the Lorenz equations, a filtered version, and the output
of a BCO system
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Note the dramatic reduction in frequency content. Particularly, there was nearly a 20 dB reduction at 3.5 times the
cycle frequency and a 30 dB reduction at 6 times the cycle
frequency. Earlier it was stated that it is important that binary encoding remain preserved and that the synthesized
BCO guide signal be capable of synchronizing a Lorenz
oscillator to it. This is demonstrated in Figures 9 and 10.

x(t) from

-50

In the following example, the binary sequence was encoded and transmitted as

Figure 7 shows what the desired output waveform, x(t),
would be for a typical Lorenz oscillator. Given the bandlimited segments, the guide signal, y[n], could be synthesized.
Figure 8 is a plot of the frequency spectrum of the original,
unfiltered transmit signal, x(t), the result of which was filtered using the low-pass filter described earlier, and the frequency spectrum of the new transmit signal from the BCO
synthesis method.
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Figure 6. Two-dimensional projection of a filtered
Lorenz oscillation using the low-pass filter characteristic shown by its effect on the spectrum in Figure
5
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Figure 9. BCO-synthesized transmit signal with
the binary encoding preserved
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Another area of technology development that the authors
are focusing on is in the development of oscillators that are
ideally suited for given communication channels. Although
the Lorenz system has excellent properties for binary baseband digital signaling in white noise, there may be oscillations better suited and which can produced with more efficient circuitry.
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Figure 10. BCO-synthesized attractor projection

What was remarkable was how “flexible” the Lorenz oscillator can be. This was an important realization not only
for this work but for synthesizing signals even more compatible with traditional communication signal formats and
standards. It was demonstrated in the lab in prototypes that
physical chaotic oscillators can be made to produce signals
that have constant-timing intervals between Poincaré surface
crossings by simply synchronizing them to an artificiallysynthesized waveform having those properties. This timing
regularization is of utmost importance for use in commercially-viable communication systems because it makes accurate clock-timing recovery possible. Combined with bandwith compression, as outlined here, this solved some of the
most critical technological problems for using chaotic oscillators in commercial systems.

Conclusion

Since Ott, Grebogi, and Yorke’s initial formalism for controlling chaotic processes using small perturbations [10],
there has been a consistent march toward development of
technological applications. Arguably, the application to
communications technology has held the most promise and
has been the source of the most activity. Beyond simple applications is the realm of commercially viable applications
that have characteristics that make chaotic dynamics technology attractive to the fast-moving world of the telecommunications industry. Some of the improvement areas that
make chaotic dynamics technology attractive are increases in
efficiency, reduction of system complexity, increases in
transmission ranges and digital transmission data rates.
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EVALUATING THE ACCURACY, TIME, AND COST
TRADE-OFFS AMONG ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL
FITNESS ASSESSMENT METHODS
Michael D. Johnson, Texas A&M University; Akshay Parthasarathy, Texas A&M University

Abstract
Development project lead time and cost are of growing
importance in the current global competitive environment.
During the development of physical products, one key task
is often the assessment of a component’s structural fitness.
This paper examines the trade-offs that occur among different methods of assessing structural fitness and their associated accuracy, costs, and lead times. Results show that
physical prototypes require significantly more time than
analytical prototypes, where only simple calculations or finite element analyses are used. Trade-offs are further illustrated using a case study, which examines the need to meet
lead-time and budgetary constraints. In this case, it is shown
that it can be preferable to choose a more accurate method
even if it has a higher cost and lead time. The inability to
escalate to a more accurate method later and still meet time
and budgetary constraints can prescribe choosing a more
accurate method initially, assuming that the time and budgetary penalties for that method are not too great.

Introduction
Development is the process of creating technically feasible solutions in order to meet customer needs. In today’s
technologically driven world, the importance of development to the success or even survival of a firm is unquestioned. The return on investment for research and development has been shown to be more effective than capital expenditure at boosting various financial metrics [1]. However, it is not sufficient that the product-development process be effective, it must also be quick. Development lead
time can affect the commercial and financial success of a
product [2]-[4]. Some companies even use time-to-market
as a key product development metric [5]. There is a potential conflict between trying to complete a development project quickly and producing a superior, or even acceptable,
product. Design iterations increase product quality, but do so
at the expense of increased lead time [6].
It is often said in product-development circles that “we
never have time to do it right, but we always have time to do
it twice”. This remark arises from the tension between the
desire of technical professionals to engineer “perfect” prod-
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ucts and the business reality of needing to deliver those
products in an efficient and cost-effective manner. There are
usually alternative methods available to determine the acceptability of a given design solution. These range from
simple analytical prototypes—such as stress calculations or
the use of hand books—to comprehensive physical prototypes such as creation and testing of entire products [7].
Rapidly advancing technology in computer-aided design,
manufacturing, and engineering allows for several aspects of
a product throughout the realization process to be analyzed
virtually. The selection of alternative assessment methods
through the development process dictates alternative costs
and lead times. This initial selection can also affect the costs
and lead times associated with alternative assessment methods used during iterations.
There has been significant research regarding both product- and project-related risks. Product risk is defined here as
an unacceptable design solution – something that does not
meet technical or customer requirements. Project risk is
defined as the failure to conform to time and budgetary constraints. Previous research has examined the effects of iteration on cost and lead time [6], [8]-[9]. These studies did not
include the tendency to escalate to more accurate assessment
methods in the event of an assessment failure. Assessment
failure is defined as a method signaling an acceptable design
solution, when in fact the design solution is not acceptable.
This would be a Type II error. If a relatively quick and inexpensive assessment method resulted in an assessment failure, it is likely that an alternative method with putative
higher accuracy will be chosen next. This switching can
require significant additional time and cost.
This current study will look at 1) the tradeoffs associated
with these alternative methods and switching costs, 2) a
summary of related work in the areas of project lead time,
risk, and simulations, 3) a presentation of the methods and
results of a design and test project, 4) a case study used to
illustrate the usefulness of the results, and 5) the limitations
and conclusions of this current study.

Related Work
Product development lead time has long been a research
focus and has been examined from various perspectives.
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Some of the earliest work examined the distribution of labor
over the course of a development project [10]. The effects of
how tasks overlap [11] and, as noted previously, iterations
have been examined. Project team resources [12] and organization have also been analyzed [13]. Product complexity
and newness have been shown to increase development lead
time [13]-[14]. In addition to understanding the product and
project factors that affect lead time, unexpected changes in
schedules or resources (project risk) have also been examined.
A significant amount of research has focused on assessing
and mitigating project risk, which is usually related to lead
time and budget. These previous research projects attempted
to reduce unexpected delays by better understanding their
causes [15] or providing frameworks that recognize risks
and aim to mitigate their consequences [16]-[18]. Project
simulations based on previous project data were used to examine budget and risk minimization strategies [19]. In addition to project risk, there is also technical or product risk.
Similar techniques were used to assess product risk, such as
examining the failure of similar products in the past [20].
Risk identification and mitigation techniques were also used
for product risks [21]. Prototypes were suggested as a way to
reduce both product and project risk [22]. The use of computer simulations may be another way to reduce risk and
possibly decrease lead time in development projects.
There have been significant advances in computer simulation over the past two decades. Some authors have predicted
that computer-aided engineering will eliminate the need for
prototypes [23]. However, even a prominent proponent of
finite element analysis (FEA) has expressed reservations;
over a decade ago, the founder of ADINA (a FEA company) expressed concerns about the growing number of designers using FEA software [24]. This was before programs
such as COSMOS (SolidWorks), Mechanica (ProEngineer),
and DesignSpace (ANSYS) made FEA more accessible to
designers. In addition to concerns about the training and
expertise of those using FEA tools, there were questions
about the reliability of the numerical simulation tools themselves. The complexity of building a reliable computer prediction was noted; when empirical data is absent, there is
ignorance [25]. A necessary step of producing a reliable
model is the comparison of the observed physical event with
the prediction of the mathematical model; this is referred to
as validation [25]-[26].
Unfortunately, this validation processes can require a significant amount of time [27]. Therefore, some trade-off
must be made between lead time and method accuracy; one
must choose among quicker methods, validated numerical
methods, or gathering empirical data. This decision will
have an impact on both product and project risk. This study

presents an explicit quantitative assessment of alternative
assessment methods. The relative accuracy of two analytical
prototyping methods is compared to the results of a physical
prototyping method. This relative accuracy is then compared
to the engineering effort (in person-hours) required to produce these results.
To illustrate the impact that assessment method selection
can have on product and project risk, a case study is also
detailed in the next section. This case study examines three
alternative methods that were used to determine if a design
solution is acceptable. The case study also incorporates the
role of iterations and unique assessment-method escalation.
The effect of assessment method on project-related quantities, e. g., lead time and budget, is illustrated and the product
and project risk associated with the methods are presented.

Exercise and Case Study
To examine the effect of alternative data gathering methods on product and project risk, a senior design project was
commissioned to mechanically evaluate a simple component. A team consisting of three students designed, performed finite element analyses, manufactured, and tested the
specimen. The students were asked to design a specimen
that was simple enough to structurally analyze without the
use of FEA and that could be machined using manual machining equipment. Three points of interest were selected to
examine the mechanical behavior of the specimen when under a load. The specimen, points of interest and loading configuration are shown in Figure 1. The span of the specimen
is approximately 15cm and was manufactured from 6061
aluminum. The lower portion of the specimen was assumed
to be constrained, as it would be in a fixture as shown in
Figure 2. The students were asked to evaluate the specimen
using three methods: simple stress calculations assuming
only bending, finite element analyses, and the use of strain
gages on a manufactured aluminum prototype. The students
were asked to keep a diary of the time that they spent performing each of the tasks throughout the project.
Initially, the component was modeled in Pro|Engineer
CAD software. Once the design for the component was finalized, the students began assessing its mechanical behavior. It was decided to test the component using 3kg, 5kg, and
7kg loads. The loads would be hung from the end of the
specimen to produce a bending deformation, as shown in
Figure 2. Given that the component was loaded in simple
bending, it was assumed that at the three locations of interest
only the principal stress, as a result of bending, would be
relevant. The next step was to evaluate the mechanical behavior of the specimen using the alternative methods. The
first method consisted of performing a simple bending stress
calculation using:
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Figure 1. Diagram of specimen detailing points of interest.

modulus of 6061 aluminum (70 GPa) to determine the stress
at the points of interest; this assumed only linear elastic
bending.
For the purpose of this study, the results of the physical
prototype test were assumed to be the baseline. The strain
gage results were assumed to be the most representative of
the physical event. Figure 3 shows the relationship between
the time required to complete a given analysis and the deviation from the baseline result. Overall, the majority of the
results were within 20% of the baseline. The notable exception is the finite element analysis results at location B. These
results predicted stress in this location that were almost four
times greater than the baseline result and the simple stress
calculation. With the exception of this result, all other results
were within 20% of the baseline. The majority of the results
also produced what would be considered a Type I error with
respect to the baseline, i.e., they predicted higher stress than
the baseline. This is usually the preferred type of error in
structural fitness evaluation methods as an over-engineered
design is usually preferable to one that fails, though there are
exceptions such as insertion or removal force for a snapfit.
The only method that produced appreciable Type II errors
was the simple calculation method at location B; the FEA
method error at location C was less than 1%. But even this
method’s 16% deviation from the baseline would be overcome with an extremely modest safety factor of 1.2. The
overall trend showed that slightly more deviation resulted
from methods that had a lower completion time, excluding
the FEA outlier at location B.
400%

Finite Element
Analysis

350%
300%

Figure 2. Specimen in testing fixture
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250%

These calculations took into account the stress concentration caused by the hole at point “A” in Figure 1. Next,
Pro|Mechanica—the integrated finite element program
within Pro|Engineer–was used to perform the finite element
analyses of the component assuming the previously mentioned loading conditions. The simulations were run and the
predicted stresses at the locations of interest were tabulated.
Finally, a prototype component was machined using a CNC
mill. This required the generation of a numerical control
program, or g-code, that was generated using the FeatureCam program. The material was pre-cut to near net shape to
minimize machining time. The prototype specimen was then
instrumented with strain gages at the locations of interest
and loaded in the aforementioned manner. Three samples
were taken at each location for each load. These strain results were then averaged and used along with the elastic

LOCATION A
LOCATION B
LOCATION C

200%
150%
100%
50%
0%

Simple Stress
Calculations

Finite Element
Analysis

Full Prototype

Completion Time (Hrs)

-50%
0

10

20

30

40

50

Figure 3. Deviation of stress results from those of a full prototype as compared with a full prototype tested at three locations
and compared to test data gather time (hrs).
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Figure 4. Process flow for alternative data gathering and manufacturing methods for the component.

While in this case the lower time-investment assessment
methods produced results that compared well with the baseline, that may not always be the case. As such, the effect of
product risk on project risk was still evaluated. For purposes
of this project, it was assumed that the initial design would
be evaluated for mechanical behavior—as detailed above—
then manufactured and delivered for installation. If the component met the structural requirements as expected, the project was deemed complete. If it failed, a component that met
the structural requirements had to be redesigned and delivered at no additional charge. The budget and lead time for
the project were $7500 and three weeks—15 business days,
respectively.
Figure 4 shows the process plan for alternative methods of
evaluating and delivering an acceptable component. All
methods begin with design selection and solid modeling.
The three mechanical behavior methods are detailed above:
simple calculations, finite element analysis, and physical
prototype testing. There are two alternative methods of
manufacturing the component for both the prototype and
final production: the machining can be done with a CNC
mill, requiring a computer-aided manufacturing – CAM –
numerical control program or it can be done manually.
These two methods are noted in the process plan. It was assumed that if the manual milling operation were chosen, a
design for manufacturing (DFM) analysis would be performed in order to determine a process plan and proper feed
rates. The time durations shown in Figure 4 are those reported by the senior design project team. The two exceptions
were the durations for the DFM analysis and the estimation

of the manual machining time, which were estimated by the
authors using Boothroyd et al. [28].
It was assumed that both machining and engineering labor
would have an efficiency of 60%; direct production work is
being done 60% of the eight-hour work day. The fullyburdened hourly wage for engineers was assumed to be $75;
the fully-burdened wage for a machinist was assumed to be
$50. The wage and efficiency numbers are averages for engineering and production personnel found in Johnson and
Kirchain [29]. There was also a $28 hourly charge for the
CNC mill and a $16 hourly charge for the manual mill. The
hourly charges for the machines were based on purchase
costs of $175,000 for the CNC mill and $100,000 for the
manual mill. It was assumed that these mills would operate
1000 hours per year and were amortized over a 10-year useful life using a 10% cost of capital to take into account the
time value of money [30]. Materials were assumed to cost
$75 per part; this was based on the actual cost of material
used for the project. The cost of each operation and the total
for each alternative method are shown in Figure 4.
As expected, the simple calculation and FEA methods
were less costly and could be performed in the shortest lead
times. The two full prototype methods were more costly and
required more time with the method that does not use the
CNC mill, taking the longest and being the most costly. All
methods were within the lead time and budgetary constraints
outlined above, assuming the assessment methods were accurate and correctly predicted an acceptable design. However, if the component were installed and failed, the compo-
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nent would have to be redesigned and retested. As mentioned above, this retesting would probably involve escalating to a method deemed to be more accurate. In the case of
the simple calculations—the only method to produce appreciable Type II errors—escalation to the FEA method would
require an updated design, an FEA analysis, the manufacture
of the new component, and would require an additional six
days and approximately $3000. This assumed that the FEA
method would take one-third the time of the original and that
the DFM could be omitted.
This additional time and cost, combined with that of the
original method, would be very close to the time and budgetary constraints. It was not possible to escalate to the manually manufactured prototype method and still meet time and
budgetary constraints, which were an additional time of 9
days and an additional cost of $4,600. It would be possible
to escalate to the CNC-prototyped component and still meet
the lead time constraint, but not the budgetary one of an additional time of 7 days and an additional cost of $4,300.
Overall, it would probably be preferable to choose one of the
physical prototyping methods, even though they have longer
lead times and cost more. It would be very difficult to escalate from one of the lower-cost and shorter lead-time methods and still meet the time and budgetary constraints in the
event of Type II errors.
In summary, product risk is shown to have a significant effect on project risk and should be mitigated through the use
of high-accuracy assessment methods in the presence of
stringent time and budget constraints. This study examined a
specific case and made numerous assumptions; as such, the
results should be interpreted within certain limitations.
These are discussed in the next section along with some
conclusions.

Limitations and Conclusions
There are several limitations through which this work
should be interpreted. First, a single and relatively simple
product was examined for structural fitness. This allowed
for a range of assessment options to be evaluated. In some
cases, the ability to manufacture and test a component would
not be feasible; in those cases, only simulation methods
would be available. Second, this study assumed that all of
the results from the various methods would be interpreted in
a similar manner. It is possible to mitigate both the product
and project risk associated with quicker methods by using
larger safety factors such as over engineering to compensate
for assessment risk. Next, although the students who performed this work were near the end of their professional
training, they were still not experienced engineers; as such,
the duration of certain activities might be longer than those
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experienced in an industrial situation with more senior personnel.
Finally, this study assumed that the empirical data derived
from the full prototype were assumed to be representative of
the physical event. The problem with this assumption was
that empirical data almost always contain errors [26]. In
some cases, higher-end computer simulations may produce
better results than those of simply-tested physical prototypes. Only one physical specimen was tested; the testing of
multiple samples would allow for the accuracy of the empirical method to be better verified. Future studies should
examine alternative components and verification methods as
well as address the limitations noted above.
Technology has afforded engineers with a wide array of
methods to assess the fitness of their designs. They must
choose which assessment method affords them the highest
probability of assessment success, while also conforming to
time and budgetary constraints. In other words, they must
minimize both product and project risk. This study showed
an explicit, quantitative relationship between assessmentmethod accuracy and related engineering effort. This study
also incorporated the tendency of project teams to escalate to
more accurate methods, when a previous method has produced erroneous results.
It was shown that it can be preferable to choose a more
accurate method even if it has a higher cost and lead time.
The inability to escalate to a more accurate method later, and
still meet time and budgetary constraints, prescribes choosing those methods initially, assuming that the time and
budgetary penalties for them are not too great. This study
showed that for assessing the structural fitness of a simple
manufactured component that these penalties are in fact not
too great. The methods detailed in this work can be used to
explicitly and quantitatively analyze the effects assessment
methods have on product and project risks.
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Abstract
In selecting Digital-to-Analog converters, overall performance accuracy is a primary concern; that is, how close
does the output signal reflect the input codes. Integral
NonLinearity (INL) error is a critical parameter specified by
manufacturers to help users determine device performance
and application accuracy. In classical testing of INL error,
for an n-bit DAC, 2n output levels must be included in the
computation. This leads to a time-intensive and costly process. Therefore, the authors investigated the ability of Wavelet Transform to estimate INL with fewer samples in realtime testing. Compared with classical testing, the novel implementation of this Wavelet Transform has shortened testing times and reduced computational complexity based on
special properties of the multi-resolution process. As such,
the Discrete Wavelet Transform can be especially suitable
for developing a low-cost, fast-test procedure for highresolution DACs.

Introduction
In today’s advanced communication systems, fast Digital
Signal Processing (DSP) combined with mixed-signal Digital-to-Analog Converters (DACs) create a bottleneck in digital-to-analog conversion systems [1]. Therefore, it is important to determine the right DAC for the application. At the
most basic level, converter testing would appear to be a simple matter. However, testing is extremely expensive and
time–consuming, as many have agreed [1]-[8] for both static
and dynamic parameters. Static parameters of DACs, such as
Deferential Non-Linearity (DNL) and Integral Non-Linearity
(INL) errors, provide specific information that show the device output monotocity and signal distortions. INL measurements, then, can be one of the major error characteristics
of defining the overall DAC worst-case deviation [9]. This
measurement can be lengthy and complicated, especially
with the exponential growth in DAC internal complexity and
the large number of data samples acquired per n-bit DAC
[1]-[10].
Significant work has been done in the area of enhancing
nonlinearity testing. Several studies proposed to reduce the
number of input codes to reduce the linearity testing time. A
technique was proposed to shorten the testing time by

modeling a reduced order model of DAC [4]. A reduction in
the number of measurement points allows for faster statistical characteristic estimation in DAC models. However, a
DAC model must feature much less than 2n code of the actual DAC codes. Prior knowledge of the tested DAC error
behavior also needs to be included in the model. This particular approach requires complicated mathematical simulation models of the DAC in order to define the influence of
each code on its actual output voltage [10]. Also, DAC was
modeled to show the effect of parasitic element and component mismatching on the converter performance [11]. However, other noise sources such as power supply and other
hardware inputs were not included [7].
Others [10] proposed to reduce the number of samples by
dividing the DAC input codes into segments. Each segment
contains number of codes. Meanwhile, DAC output voltages, corresponding to different input codes within the same
segment, are amplified to one value. This approach is based
on the summation (averaging) of all output voltage values
including noise. In addition, the separation of different errors
can get harder as the number of bits increases. Others have
focused on implementing new transformation techniques
such as Wavelet Transform (WT) [2], [6], [7], [12]-[14]. The
simulation with wavelets has shown improvements with
satisfactory results in ADC testing. Thus, previous works in
wavelet testing were applied through simulation process
only using MATLAB. None of these investigators used
LabView for real-time applications in ADC or DAC testing.
Since the problem of DAC testing persists due to lengthy
processing delays caused by extremely large numbers of
collected samples [10], the authors of this study investigated
the ability of Wavelet Transform to estimate INL with fewer
samples in real-time testing. Through actual testing, wavelets have shown improvements in characterizing DAC linearity error with satisfactory results. Wavelet Transform special properties of down sampling and multi-resolution allowed the reduction of compiled samples. No serious work
has been done in this area to explore the actual strength of
wavelet algorithms in real-time DAC testing. With the focus
on shortening the testing process, reducing sample size, and
simplifying testing complexity, wavelet computational efficiency was suitable for this application in contrast to the
classical technique of estimating INL.
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Theoretical Overview
Ideally, the DAC output voltage range is divided into
equal segments, known as step size or Least Significant Bit
(LSB), based on the device n-bit. In practice, the DAC voltage range is the difference between the output voltage of the
lowest digital codes and the highest digital codes. By measuring the DAC voltage range or Full Scale Range (FSR) and
dividing by the total number of codes, DAC unit separation
step size can be stated as:

1 LSB =

Voltage[2n − 1] − Voltage[0]
2n − 1

(1)

where ”n” is the DAC number of bits [7], [15]-[19].
That is, for each sequence input code, the DAC analog output is incremented by exactly 1 LSB. But, in reality, distances between codes vary due to non-linearity performance
of the device, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Endpoint Linearity Straight Line

The Best Fit Line, on the other hand, gives a representation
of the DAC output linearity, based on the total sample set
without looking into the smallest and largest value, as in
Figure 3 [15], [16].

Figure 3. Best Fit Straight Line

Figure 1. DAC Linearity performance in term of 1 LSB

The difference between the actual separation of adjacent
individual codes and the estimated ideal step size is DNL.
INL, on the other hand, is the overall linearity performance.
INL measures the worst-case variation, or flatness, in the
DAC analog output values with respect to an ideal straight
line [15], [19]. Two straight-line methods are used in determining INL: End Point Line and Best Fit Line (linear regression). By using the End Point Line technique as shown in
Figure 2, the straight line between the minimum and the
maximum output value will present the ideal slope, or gain,
and the INL is the deviation from this line [15]-[17].

Using either straight-line method, the INL curve can be
calculated by subtracting the reference DAC straight line
(End Point or Best Fit Line) from the actual output values in
terms of 1 LSB. Ideally, the DAC output is linear, and the
INL is equal to zero. However, in actual performance, DAC
INL can be estimated as

INL[i ] =
where

(V [i ] − VRe f [i ])
VLSB

(2)

V [i ] is the actual output values
VRe f [i ] is the straight line values
VLSB is the measured LSB

Testing Setup
The methodology of this testing experiment, shown in
Figure 4, is based on generating clean, low-frequency digital
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waveform codes and measuring the corresponding output
voltages. This is followed by signal processing and data
analysis.

Figure 4. Model setup for DAC Wavelet analysis

In this study, a pattern generator was used to produce a
ramp-up digital-waveform range from (00..0) to (11..1),
based on the tested DAC number of bits. Both pattern generator and Device Under Test (DUT) DAC were triggered
using the same clock to determine output analog signal frequency. The continuous output waveform, in the form of a
continuous voltage, was captured and digitized using a higher-bit ADC. The digitizer resolution must be at least 2 bits
greater than the resolution of the DUT DAC or one quarter
the LSB [16]. In this study, a 20-bit digitizer was used,
which is 6 bits higher than the DUT DAC (14-bit TI
DAC2904), to allow characterization and achieve a linearity
measurement accuracy of 1/64 the DUT LSB. A timedomain digitized signal was transformed into the timefrequency domain using Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT). The transform data were used in characterizing the
DAC non-linearity performance, illustrated in Fast Computation Technique section.
The hardware setup shown in Figure 5 involves supplying
a digital ramp signal using a National Instruments NI-PXI6552 pattern generator. The output analog signal was captured and digitized using a NI-PXI5922 fixable resolution
digitizer to measure the output analog voltage. The clock
source was routed through a NI-PXI-6552 to synchronize the
DUT DAC and NI-PXI5922. A low-noise power supply was
used to power the DAC testing board and to provide the
digital power to trigger the bits.

Ramp Digital Input Codes
Non-linearity measurements were affected by the device’s
DC offset error, which can be caused by unsettled supply or
reference-voltage input waveforms [20]. This phenomenon
of unsettling requires additional time for a waveform to settle. However, testing time is often short and does not allow
for settling, which may result in the DC-offset error being
added to the output signal. The digital ramp signal is typically used to generate the DAC input stimulus digital waveforms and the DAC’s acquired response is compared to an
ideal response [16]-[20].
A computer repeatedly generates a set of ramp codes
ranging from Least Significant Bit to Most Significant Bit to
control a precision DAC. To eliminate waveform dead time
and signal distortion, multiple ramp cycles were generated,
but only one complete cycle was extracted by the digitizer.
The first cycle, which could be subjected to distortion, was
avoided by using derivative analysis to locate the maximum
index of the derived signal and to get the starting point of the
second cycle of the ramp signal.

Discrete Wavelet Transform
In most cases of signal analysis, signals are transformed
and represented in a different domain. This kind of transformation, such as DWT, allows one to obtain further information in the raw signal data by localizing in frequency
space and determining the position of frequency components
[21], [22]. DWT is based on sub-band coding and was found
to have fast computation. The computation was based on
successive low-pass and high-pass filtering of the discrete
time domain. Filtering was used to decompose a signal by
utilizing filter banks and a down-sampling process by factor
2 (decimation) [2], [7], [22].
Assuming an output Sn, the new decomposed signal consists of two pieces, Sn-1 and dn-1 for signal approximation
and detail coefficients, respectively, as shown in equations
(3) and (4).

sn −1, j = ∑ h * snk

(3)

d n −1, j = ∑ g * snk

(4)

k

k

where h and g are Wavelet Transform low-pass
and high-pass coefficients, respectively
Figure 5. Experiment Hardware setup

Wavelet decomposition consists of two major functions:
convolution and down-sampling. In down-sampling, oddnumbered coefficients are dropped and even-numbered coefficients are renumbered by inserting a “0” in place of the
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removed coefficients. The notation (↓ 2)a denotes the sequence of down-sampling by 2 as shown in equation (5).

((↓ 2)a) k = a2 k

(5)

In equations (3) and (4), output signal Sn is convoluted with
wavelets low- and high-pass coefficients, as given in equations (6) and (7)

(h * sn ) j = ∑ h * snk

(6)

( g * sn ) j = ∑ g * snk

(7)

k

k

followed by down-sampling, as given in equations (8) and
(9).

sn −1 = (↓ 2)(h * sn )

(8)

d n −1 = (↓ 2)( g * sn )

(9)

This process of filtering and decimation at each decomposition level reduces the number of collected samples by half
of the frequency band. Starting with the largest scale (the
original signal), bandwidth becomes a multiple of halves at
the high-pass and low-pass filters for fast algorithms of
computational and implementation processes. In other
words, a signal, sn , with a frequency 100Hz, passes through
the first stage of decomposition to separate the signal into
two parts: high-pass and low-pass. This results in two versions of the same signal: 0-50Hz for the low-pass portion
and 50-100Hz for the high-pass portion. By taking one portion or both, this process can be repeated at multiple stages.
As a result, at level 2 of the high-pass decomposition, original bandwidth can be divided into 0-50Hz, 50-75Hz and 75100Hz, as shown in Figure 6. However, if all are combined,
the original signal should be observed. Therefore, DWT is
easy to implement and reduces the computation time without
changing the signal.

Many types of mother Wavelets, based on the translation
and scaling properties, can be used to determine signal characteristics. However, for each application, an appropriate
mother Wavelet should be selected that best matches the
signal [23], [24]. Selection of a specific DWT can be based
on Wavelet shape, attribute, performance and signal analysis
[23]. Properties of the Wavelet can be described in the time
domain, (e.g., symmetry, regularity, vanishing moment,
etc.), frequency domain (e.g., decaying, width of frequency
window, etc.) and time-frequency domain (e.g., orthogonal,
biorthogonal, fast algorithms, compact support, etc.) [23].
For example, Daubechies series are widely used in engineering applications. Using special attributes, Daubechies make
conjugate quadrate filterband in multiresolotions analysis
[24]. In addition, higher-order Daubechies (dbN) result in
higher regularity [23]. An orthogonal wavelet with fast algorithms and computation support is a perfect match for signal
spectrum analysis [23] with energy conservation.
The total energy contained in the DWT coefficients and
the energy in the original signal is the same. This is suitable
for signal compression and noising [21], [22]. However,
unlike the orthogonal Wavelet filters (not a linear phase),
biorthogonal filters can be linear-phase to allow for symmetry [21]. In this study, Haar, Coef, Daubechies (orthogonal),
and biorN (biorthogonal) were used to analyze a ramp signal
based on their shape characteristics, matching signal, symmetry, smoothness and phase linearity.

Fast Computation Technique
Ideally, DAC has a negligible output deviation from
straight line and 0 offset voltage [15], [16]. In a non-ideal
environment, a DAC analog output x (t ) contains errors
that distort the output signal due to noise, distortion error
and heat. The output signal can be demonstrated as:

x (t ) = x(t ) + e

(10)

where x(t ) = the original ramp value and
e = error-value
In this study, the DWT algorithm was applied to decompose x (t ) using multi-resolution techniques and a combination of low- and high-frequency components. While lowfrequency components are stationary over a period of time
(approximation coefficients), high-frequency components
are noisy and provide detail coefficients as shown in equations (11) and (12), respectively [21].
Figure 6. Wavelet Transform Multilevel Decomposition
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(11)

as:

INL(n) =

{

max d n − d ref ( n )
∆ ideal

}

(16)

where ∆ ideal is ideal LSB

d n is instantaneous magnitudes
d ref ( n ) is corresponding straight-line magnitudes

(12)

Experimental Results

From the high-pass filter, detail coefficients were obtained
as indicated in equation (13) and down-sampled by 2, taking
the odd values as shown in (14), to end with half of the
original data.

(Kdn−1,−1dn−1,0, dn−1,1, dn−1,2, dn−1,3, dn−1,4, dn−1,5, dn−1,6, dn−1,7,K) (13)
(Kdn−1,−1, dn−1,1, dn−1,3 , dn−1,5 , dn−1,7 ,K)

By applying DWT coefficients into the INL estimation,
the INL was determined by subtracting the reference calculated straight line (based on instantaneous magnitudes) from
the instantaneous magnitudes, and normalized by the DUT
∆ ideal . As a result, the instantaneous INL can be computed

(14)

The proposed algorithm was implemented in LabView
because of its proficiency in testing control, automation, and
data acquisition [25]. A picture of the arranged bench prototype testing setup is shown in Figure 8. Testing setup consists of: 1) a National Instrument PXI 1042, capable of generating various analog and digital waveforms, built-in clock
synchronization, high-resolution digitizer, and built-in logic
analyzer; 2) device-under-test DAC; and, 3) PC terminal for
testing engineering interfaces and interpolation of testing
results.

The collected detail coefficients in the first multi-resolution
were used again for a second-level multi-resolution by repeating equations (12)-(15), as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Data decomposition process

Figure 8. Bench Prototype Testing Setup

To compute INL using DWT coefficients, high-pass coefficients at the 2nd stage of multi-resolution were used. As in
the case of computing instantaneous DNL [2], [7], instantaneous magnitudes of the high-pass filter at the 2nd level of
data decomposition were used in place of the original codes
for INL estimation, where codes in the time-frequency domain represented a different version of the same signal.

INL testing uses the classical technique as shown in Figures 9, 11 and 13 for 14-bit, 12-bit, and 10-bit DACs, respectively. Meanwhile, Figures 10, 12, and 14 illustrate the
proposed DWT INL testing for 14-bit, 12-bit, and 10-bit
DACs, respectively.
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Figure 14. 10-bit INL Wavelet-Based Computation
Figure 9. 14-bit DAC INL Computation

Figure 10. 14-bit INL Wavelet Based Computation

Figure 11. 12-bit DAC INL Computation

As shown in Figures 7 and 8, for example, in classical
testing of 14-bit DAC, a total of 16,383 codes were used in
estimating the maximum INL, while in the DWT testing
algorithm, 4,099 codes were used. In Figures 9 and 10, for
the 12-bit DAC, a total of 4,095 codes were used in classical
testing and 1,032 codes in the DWT algorithm. Also, for the
10-bit DAC in Figures 11 and 12, 1,023 codes were used in
computing the INL, while 258 were used in the DWT algorithm. This significant reduction in the number of codes and
shortened INL computation was due to the special DWT
properties of dilatation and translation that allows Wavelet
to zoom into signal data information, prevent redundant information during decomposition, and to possess the same
amount of energy contained in the original data for signal
reconstruction [21], [ 22].
To validate these experiment results, testing was performed using several clock frequencies and DWT mother
wavelets. Results were validated with classical testing as
well as device specifications as shown in Tables 1- 3 and
Figures 15-17.
Table 1. INL estimation for 14-bit (DAC2904, TYP INL =

Figure 12. 12-bit INL Wavelet Based Computation

Fclock
(KHz) C.T db4
0.47 0.16
100
0.42 0.11
150
0.46 0.13
200
C.T – Classical Testing

db2
0.12
0.13
0.17

Haar
0.14
0.13
0.13

Bior31
0.41
0.46
0.4

±5 )

Coef1

0.11
0.13
0.11

Figure 13. 10-bit DAC INL Computation

Figure 15. Illustration of INL values from Table 1
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Table 2. INL estimation for 12-bit (DAC2902, Typ INL = ±3 )

Fclock
(KHz) C.T db4
0.16 0.03
100
0.18 0.04
150
0.17 0.04
200
C.T – Classical Testing

db2
0.08
0.06
0.06

Haar
0.03
0.04
0.04

Bior31
0.22
0.21
0.21

Coef1
0.07
0.06
0.06

The selection of the Wavelet was based on the Wavelet
shape characteristics, matching signal, orthogonality, and
filter linearity. As seen from Tables 1, 2 and 3, bior3-1 outperformed Haar and dbN Wavelets, due to the matching signal characteristics of the ramp-up signal and linear-phase
filters.

Conclusion

Figure 16. Illustration of INL values from Table 2
Table 3. INL estimation for 10-bit (DAC2900, Typ INL =

Fclock
(KHz) C.T db4
0.08 0.01
100
0.09 0.01
150
0.09 0.02
200
C.T – Classical Testing

db2
0.03
0.03
0.05

Haar
0.02
0.03
0.02

Bior31
0.11
0.1
0.15

±1 )

Coef1
0.03
0.02
0.02

A new method of testing INL mixed-signal DACs was
presented to show the ability of DWT in analyzing output
signals, and identify bit errors due to signal distortions,
noise, and DC offset, that can be integrated into the output
signal. This method of testing can be implemented in testing
other DAC parameters such as gain and DC offset error. The
benefit of Wavelet algorithms in decreasing the number of
sample data can be used for a faster testing process, decreased cost, and more accurate results. DWT can be especially suitable for the incredible growing demands for highspeed, high-resolution converters, built-in self-test algorithms, and self-calibration schemes.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE FACTORS AFFECTING
SURFACE-PLASMON EFFICIENCY
Padmarekha Vemuri, University of North Texas; Vijay Vaidyanathan, University of North Texas; Arup Neogi, University of North Texas

Abstract

potential “Red Brick Wall” that could block further scaling
of integrated circuits [3].

Group-III nitride-based semiconductors have emerged as
the leading material for short wavelength optoelectronic
devices. The gallium nitride/indium-gallium nitride
(GaN/InGaN) alloy system forms a continuous and direct
bandgap semiconductor spanning ultraviolet (UV) to
blue/green wavelengths. An ideal and highly efficient lightemitting device can be designed by enhancing the spontaneous emission rate. The paper presents the design and fabrication of a visible-light-emitting device using a GaN/InGaN
single-quantum-well system with enhanced spontaneous
emission. To increase the emission efficiency, layers of different metals, usually noble metals like silver, gold and aluminum, were deposited on GaN/InGaN single-quantumwells using a metal evaporator. Surface characterization of
metal-coated GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well samples was
carried out using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) and
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Photoluminescence
(PL) was used as a tool for optical characterization to study
the enhancement in the light emitting structures. This study
also compared characteristics of different metals on
GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well systems, thus allowing
selection of the most appropriate material for a particular
application. Results show that photons from the light emitter
couple more to the surface plasmons if the band-gap of the
former is close to the surface-plasmon resonant energy of a
particular metal. Absorption of light due to gold reduces the
effective mean path of light emitted from the light emitter
and hence quenches the quantum-well emission peak compared to the uncoated sample.

This prediction has motivated extensive efforts aimed at
developing new device concepts and fabrication approaches
that may enable integration to overcome the limits of conventional microelectronics technology [2]. It requires the
development of an optical analogue of an electronic integrated circuit capable of routing, controlling and processing
optical signals [4]. There is a strong tendency to replace big
and slow electronic devices with small and fast photonic
ones. Development of photonic crystals, quantum wells, and
quantum dots, having key properties controlled by size,
morphology, and chemical composition, represents a powerful approach that could overcome physical and/or economic
limitations [2]. The photonic integrated circuit include devices such as switches, sources and interconnects to accommodate 1000 x 1000 channels on a single substrate [5]. A
novel nanophotonic technology that goes beyond the diffraction limit is essential to meet the demands of the future
semiconductor optoelectronic industry. Surface plasmons are
an integral part of nanophotonic technology that could potentially fill a niche in the optoelectronics industry.

Introduction
Semiconductor materials play a vital role both in optoelectronics and high-speed digital circuits for computer and telecommunication applications. Silicon semiconductor technology has advanced exponentially in both performance and
productivity as predicted by Moore’s law [1]. These exponential advances in device integration observed over the past
several decades might soon end due to fundamental physical
(lithographic area not less than 100nm) and/or economic
(cost of fabrication facility more than US $2 billion) limitations [2]. The 1999 edition of the International Technology
Roadmap for Semiconductors reported the presence of a

Surface Plasmons
Surface plasmons are trapped electromagnetic surface
modes at the interface between a metal and a dielectric and
are a combined oscillation of the electromagnetic field and
the surface charges of the metal [6]. They are widely recognized in the field of surface science. Surface plasmons have
electromagnetic fields that decay exponentially into both the
metal and dielectric media that bound the interface [7]. Surface plasmons propagate along an interface between two
media with dielectric constants of opposite sign (such as a
metal and a dielectric). Renewed interest in surface plasmons comes from recent advances that allow metals to be
structured and enable concentration and channeling of light
using sub-wavelength structures. This in turn facilitates control of surface-plasmon properties to reveal new aspects of
their underlying science and to tailor them for specific applications [7].
The use of surface plasmons to concentrate light in subwavelength structures stems from the different permittivity,
(ε), of the metals and the surrounding non-conducting media. In order to sustain surface-plasmon resonance, the metal
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concerned must have conduction-band electrons capable of
resonating with light of the appropriate wavelength. Surface
plasmons of lower frequency, ωsp , can also be excited by
high-energy electron beams or by light. Thus, using surface
plasmons that are trapped at the interface, the problem of
light manipulation can be simplified from three dimensions
to two dimensions [8]. Surface plasmons can increase the
density of states (energy levels) and the spontaneous emission rate in the semiconductor, and lead to the enhancement
of light emission by surface-plasmon quantum-well coupling
[9], [10].
In order to build an ideal and highly-efficient lightemitting device, it is desirable to enhance the spontaneous
emission rate. Coupling the light to the surface plasmons of
a metallic film can enhance spontaneous emission and
thereby optical emission of the semiconductor. Metalsemiconductor surface-plasmon interaction is an effective
tool for manipulating local interaction for various optoelectronic applications [11]. The purpose of this study was to
design and fabricate a visible-light-emitting device using the
GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well system with enhanced
spontaneous emission. To increase the emission efficiency,
layers of different metals, usually noble metals like silver
(Ag), gold (Au) and aluminum (Al), were deposited on the
GaN/InGaN single-quantum-wells using a metal evaporator.
The bottom surfaces of the single-quantum-well samples
(sapphire substrate) were polished to avoid scattering of
light. Surface characterization of metal-coated GaN/InGaN
single-quantum-well samples was carried out using Atomic
Force Microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Photoluminescence (PL) was used as a tool for
optical characterization to study the enhancement of lightemitting structures. This study also compared characteristics
of different metals on the GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well
systems, thus allowing selection of the most appropriate
material for a particular application.

Sample Preparation
Samples used for metal deposition and further characterization were cleaned thoroughly for best results. The three
different GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well samples were cut
into four pieces each for metal deposition. The protocol for
cleaning the GaN/InGaN samples is as follows:








Methods
The experimental procedure was divided into two sections, deposition and characterization. The first section involved deposition of thin metal films on the GaN/InGaN
single-quantum-wells in an ultra-high vacuum chamber by
using a metal evaporator, while the second section dealt with
characterization of the metal-coated GaN/InGaN singlequantum-wells.

GaN/InGaN Single-Quantum-Wells
Three GaN/InGaN samples (growth temperatures: 780°,
800°, and 830°C) were grown at the Institute of Photonics,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland, U.K (collabo-
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ration). Metal organic-chemical vapor deposition or metal
organic-vapor phase epitaxy was used to grow epitaxial
structures of samples by depositing atoms on a sapphire substrate. Ammonia (NH3) was used as a precursor for nitrogen,
whereas trimethygallium and trimethylindium were used as
gallium and indium sources, respectively. Typically, the
growth rate employed was one to three mono-layers per second, approximately 0.3-1µm/hr, although much higher
growth rates can be attained. Compounds were grown in a
hydrogen atmosphere where they formed epitaxial layers on
the substrate as they decomposed [12]. In order to study the
enhancement in light emission from metal-coated
GaN/InGaN single-quantum-well samples, the samples
needed to be excited from the bottom surface. Rough bottom
surfaces scatter the light and drop the efficiency of light
reaching the quantum wells. Hence the substrate side (bottom surface) of the samples had to be polished. Mechanical
polishing is commonly used to smooth surfaces [13]. An
Allied Tech Prep™ P/N 15-2000 mechanical polisher was
used to polish the samples used in this study.

Rinse the samples in acetone for 5 minutes.
Clean the samples in distilled water 2 to 3 times.
Rinse the samples in methanol for 3 minutes.
Clean the samples with distilled water again, 2 to 3
times.
Place the samples in 15% (HCl+HNO3) Aqua Regia
solution and heat the solution to approximately
80°C.
Clean the samples with distilled water 4 times.
Blow-dry the samples with dry nitrogen gas.

Thickness Monitoring
A Maxtek TM-100 Thickness Monitor was used to monitor the thickness of the metal films during the deposition
process. The thickness monitor allows improved manual
control of the vacuum film deposition process by providing a
direct display of film thickness and deposition rate during
deposition.

Thin-Film Characterization
Physical and optical analyses were carried out on all the
metal-deposited single-quantum-well samples. Scanning
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Electron Microscopy (SEM) was performed using the JEOL5800™ SEM. All samples with and without metal films deposited were physically examined under the SEM to understand their surface morphology. Atomic Force Microscopy
(AFM) was used to make a physical analysis. Digital Instrument’s Nanoscope-E® AFM was used in this study. A
photoluminescence technique was used to perform optical
analysis. Figure 1 shows the photoluminescence arrangement with a system made up of a laser (light source), lenses
and spectrometer interfaced to a PC.

Figure 1: Simplified Photoluminescence arrangement, with
Laser (A), Lenses (L1, L2, L3), Prism (P), Beam block (B),
Sample (SM) inside Cryostat (C), Spectrometer (S), and Detector (D)

The enhancement of optical emission induced by surfaceplasmon interaction was studied by using a two-dimensional
emitter situated within the surface-plasmon penetration
depth of the semiconductor light-emitting structure. For the
development of efficient light emitters, the quantum-well
widths were varied by growing the samples at different
temperatures. Three GaN/InGaN quantum-well samples
were grown with varying quantum-well widths for achieving
varying emission energies. Sample preparation was carried
out by first polishing the bottom surface of sapphire
substrate grown, single-quantum-well samples and later by
cleaning the samples for metal deposition. Thin metal
(Ag/Au/Al) films were deposited using a metal evaporator.
The quantum-well samples were characterized for surface
roughness using SEM and AFM. The enhancement in light
emission was investigated using Photoluminescence (PL)
spectroscopy. A GaN buffer layer of approximately 1.5µm
thick was deposited on the sapphire substrate. Single InGaN
quantum wells were grown on the GaN buffer layer at various temperatures measured by a pyrometer within the
growth chamber. The growth run was finished by a GaN cap
layer of 17nm thickness, grown at the same temperature as
the InGaN quantum wells. The growth time for the cap was
held at 36 s, with the GaN growth rate only slightly dependent on temperature over the range concerned. Table 1 represents the classification of samples based on their quantumwell (QW) emission and growth temperatures.

Sample A was grown at 780˚C with a well thickness of
4.05nm. Sample B was grown at 800˚C with a well thickness
of 4.3nm. Similarly, Sample C was grown at 830˚C and has
a well thickness of 4.55nm. Each sample was cut into four
pieces and Ag/Au/Al metal films were deposited.
Table 1: Sample Classification
Sample Name

QW
Energy (eV)

QW
Thickness

Growth
Temperature

Sample A-No Metal

2.53

4.05nm

830°C

None

Sample A-Silver

2.53

4.05nm

830°C

Silver

Sample A-Gold

2.53

4.05nm

830°C

Gold

Sample A-Aluminum

2.53

4.05nm

830°C

Aluminum

Sample B-No Metal

2.25

4.3nm

800°C

None

Metal
Deposited

Sample B-Silver

2.25

4.3nm

800°C

Silver

Sample B-Gold

2.25

4.3nm

800°C

Gold

Sample B-Aluminum

2.25

4.3nm

800°C

Aluminum

Sample C-No Metal

2.1

4.55nm

780°C

None

Sample C-Silver

2.1

4.55nm

780°C

Silver

Sample C-Gold

2.1

4.55nm

780°C

Gold

Sample C-Aluminum

2.1

4.55nm

780°C

Aluminum

Results and Discussion
a) Surface Characterization
Scanning Electron Microscopy did not show significant
quantitative roughness. Hence, AFM characterization was
carried out on uncoated and metal-coated samples to determine the surface roughness. A scan size of 6µm x 6µm and a
scan rate of 5.0Hz were used to scan the samples. The GaN
domains of 1µm x 1µm (approximately) were observed on
Sample A-No Metal, which are not periodic and, an average
roughness of ~ 1nm was observed over a range of 6µm x
6µm of the scanned area. Due to the existence of domains on
the GaN surface, some domains were observed on the silvercoated surface. These domains contribute to the roughness in
the silver-coated sample. For gold-coated samples, a sample
roughness of ~2.5nm was observed. Cluster formation was
observed on both the gold and aluminum-coated samples of
Sample A. From the images of AFM on Sample A, it was
observed that the samples have an average roughness of approximately 1 to 2nm and do not have any periodic roughness.
An AFM characterization on Sample B was carried out on
both the uncoated and metal-coated samples in order to determine the surface roughness. Based on the study of AFM
images, it was observed that the samples had an average
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roughness of approximately 1 to 2nm and did not have any
periodic roughness. Cluster formation was observed on goldand aluminum-coated samples. From the images of AFM on
Sample C, it was observed that the samples had an average
roughness of approximately 2 to 3nm and did not have any
periodic roughness.

b) Photoluminescence Characterization
In the front incidence and front collection geometry as
discussed earlier, photoluminescence (PL) characterization
on the samples was conducted using an excitation of a 325
nm line of the He-Cd laser, operated at < 22.5mW, and detected using a charge-coupled device (CCD) array. Figure 2
shows the PL spectrum of Sample A at room temperature
(300K). The peak at 360 nm corresponds to the emission
peak, mostly from the GaN cap layer and partially from the
GaN buffer layer. The peak at 495 nm corresponds to the
quantum-well emission at room temperature. The small
broad peaks from 400 to 475 nm are identified as opticallydeep-level transition peaks from GaN cap/buffer layers. An
increase in the intensity of emission from both quantum-well
and GaN (cap/buffer) layers was observed from the spectrum at low temperatures.
Figure 3 shows the PL spectrum of Sample B at room
temperature (300K). The peak at 360nm corresponds to the
emission peak, mostly from the GaN cap layer and partially
from the GaN buffer layer. The peak at 544nm corresponds
to the quantum-well emission at room temperature. An increase in the intensity of emission from both quantum-well
and GaN (cap/buffer) layers was observed from the spectrum at low temperatures. The PL intensity peak was observed at a wavelength of 550 nm.

Figure 2: Room Temperature PL of Sample A

Figure 3: Room Temperature PL of Sample B

Figure 4 shows the PL spectrum of Sample C at room
temperature (300K). The peak at 360nm corresponds to the
emission peak, mostly from the GaN cap layer and partially
from the GaN buffer layer. The peak at ~585nm corresponds
to the quantum-well emission at room temperature. An increase in the intensity of emission from both QW and GaN
(cap/buffer) layers was observed from the spectrum at low
temperatures. At low temperatures, the intensity peak was
observed at 595 nm.
Non-radiative recombination of the electron-hole pairs in
the light emitters dominates at room temperature due to phonons being produced instead of photons. Hence, the intensity
Figure 4: Room Temperature PL of Sample C
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drops. At low temperatures, the electrons recombine with
holes in a radiative recombination process releasing more
photons, resulting in higher intensity.

c) Angle-Resolved PL Spectroscopy in
the Backscattered Geometries
The metal-coated samples were photo-excited at 35˚, 40˚,
45˚, 50˚, and 55˚ angle of incidence and PL was measured
from the back of the unpolished sapphire substrate. Reflection from the metal films on the front side of the sample restricts the use of front-incidence, front-collection geometry.
When exciting the quantum well from the backside of the
sample, the 325nm (~3.8eV) He-Cd laser cannot be used
since the laser light is absorbed mostly by the bulk GaN
buffer layer (emission energy ~3.4eV). Thus, not enough
photons reach the quantum-well layer to excite the electronhole recombination. Therefore, a 405nm (~2.8eV) diode
laser was used in the back-incidence, back-collection geometry. In this geometry, GaN is transparent to the incident
light and, hence, maximum light reaches the quantum well.
Scattering was observed on the uncoated gold- and aluminum-coated samples of Sample A. A peak at 490 nm was
observed only on silver-coated samples (Sample A-Silver) at
all angles of incidence. A statistical analysis using a T-test
was carried out to decide whether there is a significant
change in the PL intensities from polished and unpolished
samples.

(H1). This implies that there is a significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in the mean peak PL intensities
between unpolished and polished samples. Thus, it can be
inferred that polishing is required to avoid scattering and
enhance the light emission from quantum wells.

d) PL Spectroscopy
The variation of peak photoluminescence intensity with
angle of incidence for sample A is shown in Figure 5. No
enhancement was observed in the gold-coated sample.
Similar plots for sample B and sample C are shown in Figure
6 and Figure 7, respectively.
Table 2: T-Test on Peak PL Intensity from Polished and
Unpolished Samples
T-Test: Paired Two Sample for Means
Unpolished
Polished Sample
Sample A-Silver
A-Silver
Mean

14588.88588

47523.21135

Variance

1970594.689

50934464.45

Observations
Pearson Correlation
Hypothesized Mean
Difference
Df
T Stat

5
-0.986459103
0
3
-7.726783237

P(T<=t) two-tail

0.004507007

T Critical two-tail

3.182449291

With µp being the mean of peak PL intensities from polished Sample A-silver and µup being the mean of peak PL
intensities from unpolished Sample A-silver, the null and
alternate hypothesis can be stated as follows:
Null Hypothesis H0: There is no significant change in peak
PL intensity from unpolished and polished samples at all
angles of incidence.
H0: µp = µup
Research Hypothesis (Alternate Hypothesis) H1: There is a
significant change in peak PL intensity from unpolished and
polished samples at all angles of incidence.
H1: µp ≠ µup
Test Statistic: The statistical T-test of “Paired Two Sample
for Means” created using Microsoft Excel is shown in Table
2 [16]. This test was conducted on the data with a confidence coefficient (α) of 0.05 to test the equality of means of
peak PL intensities from polished and unpolished samples.
Since Tstat > Tcritical two-tail, the decision rule is to reject the
null hypothesis and, hence, accept the Alternate Hypothesis

Figure 5: Peak PL intensity of Sample A versus Angle of
Incidence

The PL enhancement after coating the samples (Sample A,
Sample B with different metals) is attributed to the strong
interaction with surface plasmons. Electron hole pairs excited in the quantum well couple to the surface plasmons at
the GaN/Metal interface when the energies of the electronhole pairs in InGaN (ħωInGaN) and of metal surface plasmons
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(ħωSP) are similar. Then, electron-hole recombination produces surface plasmons instead of photons and this new recombination path increases the spontaneous recombination
rate. According to the condition for surface-plasmon coupling:
ħωSP ≥ ħωInGaN
For silver, ħωSP > ħωInGaN, hence the electron-hole pairs
excited in Sample-A and Sample-B couple to the

pairs couple to the surface plasmons at the GaN/Al interface.
The real part of the dielectric constant of aluminum is negative over a wide wavelength region for visible light. Thus, an
increase in PL intensity was observed on the aluminumcoated samples. For the gold-coated samples, ħωSP <
ħωInGaN. This does not satisfy the condition for surfaceplasmon coupling. Therefore, no enhancement was observed
in the gold-coated samples.
Tuning the angle of incidence or polarization of excitation
light can effectively excite surface plasmons. In general,
surface plasmons cannot be excited on flat metallic film by
electromagnetic radiation with optical frequencies since light
does not have enough momentum (kph) to excite a surface
plasmon with momentum ksp. The photons can obtain additional momentum (kroughness) via the roughness or defects on
the sample surface. Hence:
kSP = kph + kroughness
where

Figure 6: Peak PL intensity of Sample B versus Angle of Incidence

Figure 7: Peak PL intensity of Sample C versus Angle of
Incidence

surface plasmons at the GaN/Ag interface. Surface plasmons
increase the density of states and, in turn, increase the spontaneous-emission recombination rate. Hence, more electrons
recombine with holes to produce more photons. The resulting enhancement was observed in the silver-coated samples.
In the case of aluminum-coated samples of both Sample-A
and Sample-B, ħωSP >> ħωInGaN, hence the electron-hole
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=

ω
c

× sin θ + k roughness

ω is the excitation photon frequency in s-1,
θ is the angle from the surface normal to the incoming photon direction (angle of incidence) in degrees, and
c is speed of light in nm/s2

Surface plasmons can be excited only when momentum
conservation is fulfilled. With ω and c being constant, momentum conservation can be achieved by rotating either the
sample with respect to the excitation beam or by introducing
periodic roughness, i.e., by fabricating periodic corrugations.
In the present set up, the excitation beam was rotated with
respect to the stationary sample. In Sample A, an increase in
the PL peak intensity was observed from the silver-coated
sample when compared to the uncoated sample at all incident angles. The drop in the peak PL intensity in the silvercoated sample at a 45˚ angle of incidence can be attributed to
the roughness and non-uniformity of the sample surface. An
enhancement in the peak PL intensity from the aluminumcoated sample was observed at all angles of incidence when
compared to the uncoated sample and no enhancement was
observed in the gold-coated samples. For Sample B, an increase in the PL peak intensity from 35° to 50° angles of
incidence was observed in both silver-coated and uncoated
samples. No particular trend was observed in the aluminumcoated sample. A drop in PL intensity was observed from the
gold-coated samples at all angles of incidence.
Compared to Samples A and B, the enhancement in the
peak PL intensity observed in the silver-coated Sample C
was not as high. Also, a drop in the peak PL intensity was
observed in the gold-coated samples (Sample C-Gold). The
reduction in the PL enhancement ratio could be due to the
higher plasmon energy of silver compared to the quantum-
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well energy, which leads to a mismatch in the energies. Inefficient resonant plasmon coupling occurs due to the energy
mismatch, which leads to a reduced spontaneous emission
rate. The PL enhancement after coating the quantum-well
samples of Sample C with different metals is attributed to
the strong interaction with surface plasmons.
According to the condition for surface-plasmon coupling:
ħωSP ≥ ħωInGaN
For silver, ħωSP > ħωInGaN, hence the electron-hole pairs
excited in Sample C should couple to the surface plasmons
at the GaN/Ag interface. The quantum-well energy is much
smaller than the plasmon energy resulting in weak coupling
and, in turn, lower enhancement was observed. Part of the
enhancement in the PL can also be attributed to the reflection of pump light at the silver/GaN interface. In the case of
the aluminum-coated samples, ħωSP >> ħωInGaN, hence the
electron-hole pairs couple to the surface plasmons at the
GaN/Al interface. Also, the sub-wavelength roughness on
the sample surface helps to effectively excite the surface
plasmons. Some enhancement in the PL intensity can be
attributed to the reflection of pump light at the GaN/Al interface back through the quantum well. Thus, an increase in PL
intensity was observed on the aluminum-coated samples. In
the case of the gold-coated samples, even though ħωSP >
ħωInGaN, the high absorption of gold in the visible region is
responsible for no enhancement. The pump light and the
light emitted by the light emitter are absorbed by the gold
film, which leads to quenching of the quantum-well peak.

e) Statistical Analysis
An analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine the effect of different metals at different angles of
incidence on each sample. In the ANOVA, a comparison
was made between three or more population means to determine whether they could be equal [16]. With µmetal being
the mean of the peak PL intensities from different metalcoated and uncoated samples, and µangle being the angle of
incidence, the null and alternate hypotheses can be stated as
follows:
Null Hypothesis (Hn): There are two variables (Columns and
Rows) based on which hypothesis written and ANOVA
analysis is performed.
Rows: There is no significant variation in the mean peak PL
intensities due to different angles of incidence.
Columns: There is a no significant variation in the mean
peak PL intensities due to different metal coatings on samples.
Hn1: µ35 = µ40 = µ45 = µ50 = µ55

Hn2: µAg = µAu = µAl = µuncoated
Alternate Hypothesis (Ha):
Rows: There is a significant variation in the mean peak PL
intensities due to different angles of incidence.
Columns: There is a significant variation in the mean peak
PL intensities due to different metal coatings on sample.
Ha1: At least two of µ35, µ40, µ45, µ50 and µ55, differ.
Ha2: At least two of µAg, µAu, µAl and µuncoated differ.
ANOVA on Sample A:
The peak PL intensities at all angles of incidence from
uncoated and metal-coated samples of Sample A were tabulated for statistical analysis. Using Microsoft Excel, a "TwoWay ANOVA Without replication" was performed to either
accept or reject the null hypothesis. The results of the
ANOVA analysis are shown in Table 3.
Since FCalculated (Rows) < Fcritical (Rows), the decision
rule is that we fail to reject the null hypothesis (Hn1) and,
hence, accept the null hypothesis (Hn1). This implies that
there is no significant difference (significance level, α =
0.05) in the mean peak PL intensities due to a change in the
angle of incidence in Sample A.
Since FCalculated (Columns) > Fcritical (Columns), the decision rule is to reject the null hypothesis (Hn2) and, hence,
accept the alternate hypothesis (Ha2). This implies that there
is a significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in the
mean peak PL intensities due to different metal coatings on
Sample A.
Table 3: ANOVA of Sample A
Source of
Variation
Rows
Columns
Error
Total

Degree of
MS
F
F crit
Freedom
261244655.5
4
65311163.88 1.540945367 3.259160053
10042560323
3
3347520108 78.98106991 3.490299605
508605939.9
12
42383828.32
SS

10812410919

19

ANOVA on Sample B:
The peak PL intensities at all angles of incidence from the
uncoated and metal-coated samples of Sample B were tabulated for the ANOVA analysis. Using Microsoft Excel, a
"Two-Way ANOVA (without replication)" was performed to
either accept or reject the null hypothesis. The results of
ANOVA analysis are shown in Table 4.
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Since FCalculated (Rows) < Fcritical (Rows), the decision rule
is that we fail to reject the null hypothesis (Hn1) and, hence,
accept the null hypothesis (Hn1). This implies that there is no
significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in the
mean peak PL intensities due to change in the angle of incidence in Sample B.
Since FCalculated (Columns) > Fcritical (Columns), the decision rule is to reject the null hypothesis (Hn2) and, hence,
accept the alternate hypothesis (Ha2). This implies that there
is a significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in the
mean peak PL intensities due to different metal coatings on
Sample B.
Table 3: ANOVA of Sample B
Source of
Degree of
SS
MS
F
Variation
Freedom
Rows
556641588
4
139160396.9 2.997535964
Columns 1606538106
3
535512702.1 11.53502447
Error
557099159
12
46424929.88
Total

2720278853

F crit
3.259160053
3.490299605

19

Conclusions
The SEM characterization carried out on all the samples
did not show significant roughness. The AFM characterization performed on the samples showed surface features at
atomic resolutions. Cluster formation was observed on goldand aluminum-coated samples and a Z-scale roughness on
the order of ~ 2nm was observed on all the samples. It can
be concluded that surface plasmons can be effectively excited by introducing roughness in the sample. Since the
roughness in all the samples was not uniform, the angle of
resonant surface-plasmon enhancement in each sample could
not be determined. A better enhancement can be observed if
uniform periodic corrugations are fabricated on the sample
instead of random roughness. A statistical analysis revealed
a significant difference in the mean peak PL intensities due
to different metal coatings. Except for sample C, changing
the incidence angle did not play a significant role in inducing a significant change in mean peak PL intensity. Photons
from the light emitter couple more to the surface plasmons if
the bandgap of the former is close to the surface-plasmon
resonant energy of a particular metal.

ANOVA on Sample C:
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Since FCalculated (Rows) > Fcritical (Rows), the decision rule
is that we reject the null hypothesis (Hn1) and, hence, to accept the alternate hypothesis (Ha1). This implies that there is
a significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in the
mean peak PL intensities due to change in the angle of incidence in Sample C.
Since FCalculated (Columns) > Fcritical (Columns), the decision rule is to reject the null hypothesis (Hn2) and, hence,
accept the alternate hypothesis (Ha2). This implies that there
is a significant difference (significance level, α = 0.05) in
the mean peak PL intensities due to different metal coatings
on Sample C.
Table 3: ANOVA of Sample C
Source of
Degree of
Variation
SS
Freedom
MS
F
Rows
596880200.7
4
149220050.2 3.379185273
Columns 2480818808
3
826939602.5 18.72658616
Error
529903055.8
12
44158587.98
Total

84

3607602064
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